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A concrete beam is rarely subjected to pure torsion loading. 
However, in many design applications a beam is subjected to torsional 
loads in addition to bending and shear loading. The American Concrete 
Institute has developed a specification for the design of beams 
subjected to torsion. These specifications are found in ACI 318-83. 
In this research report, a computer program is presented, using these 
specifications, which will aid engineers in the design of 
reinforcement for concrete beams subjected to torsional loading. 
The provisions of the ACI 318-83 specification and their 
implementation into the computer program are presented. A sample 
problem is solved to compare the results of normal hand calculations 
to the results of the computer program . A listing of the computer 
program, written in Microsoft's GW BASIC , is provided. 
The designer enters information pertaining to the beam's cross 
sectional properties, material properties and loading conditions. The 
program computes the concrete and reinforcement strength requirements 
and determines the amount of reinforcement required. The stirrup 
spacing and longitudinal reinforcement required are then determined 
and output to the designer. 
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This report describes a computer program written to determine 
the steel reinforcement required in a concrete beam subject to 
torsion . 
Concrete beams are rarely subjected to torsion alone. However 
in many design applications concrete beams are subjected to torsion in 
addition to normal shear and bending . An example of this is the case 
of a beam which supports a concrete slab. The plate experiences 
bending that is transmitted to the beam as a torsional load. 
To aid designers in the design of such beams, the American 
Concrete Institute (ACI) specifies procedures for the design of 
concrete beams subject to torsion. The procedure is discussed in 
Chapter 11 of ACI STANDARD 318-83, Building Code Requirements for 
Reinforced Concrete . [1] 1 Since the ACI code is widely used in 
specifications for concrete structures, the program described in this 
report is written to conform to the ACI code requirements and 
recommendations . The previous version of the ACI code is 318- 77, 
released in 1977. There are no differences between the 1983 code and 
the 1977 code, in the areas discussed in this report. Therefore the 
program described can be used to meet either version of the ACI code. 
1 References are shown in square brackets and are listed 
at the end of this report. 
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The program is written to aid a designer in finding steel 
reinforcement requirements for concrete beams subject to torsion. The 
primary source of information for this report is the ACI code already 
mentioned and the associated commentary . [2] In addition, the text 
Design of Concrete Structures [3] and a set of design notes published 
by the Portland Cement Association [4] were used to interpret the ACI 
code. The purpose of the program is to provide quick solutions for 
the design of torsional reinforcement in concrete beams. 
DESIGN OF CONCRETE BEAMS SUBJECT TO TORSION 
This section will present the design requirements described in 
the ACI code for torsional reinforcement in concrete beams. The next 
section will discuss the implementation of these requirements in the 
program. 
Loading and Cross Section Requirement 
The design of torsional reinforcement requires knowing the 
torsional, shear and axial loading along the beam. The determination 
of the loading is left to the user of the program and is not discussed 
in this report. 
The cross section properties required are the torsional section 
properties, x 2y, the web width, b , the cross sectional area, A , and 
w g 
the distance to the centroid of the tension steel, d. These 
dimensions are shown in Figure 1. The value x
2
y is either w2H or H2W, 
whichever is smaller. The value of b is W. The value A is the cross w g 
sectional area . 
The material properties required are the compressive strength of 








l 0 0 0 1 
t~ w ., 
Figure 1. Typical Cross Section. 
Limiting Requirement 
This section presents the requirements that determine the need 
and amount of torsional reinforcement. The flow chart shown in Figure 
2 outlines the design process. The flow chart shows the sections in 
the ACI code for each step. The numbers in parentheses refer to the 
equations in this report . 
Section 11 . 6 . 1 of the ACI code defines the maximum torsional 
moment a concrete beam can support without reinforcement. This moment 
is defined in equation (1). 
(1) 
When the torsional moment exceeds this value, a minimum amount of 
torsional reinforcement shall be provided. If the torsional moment 
exceeds 85% of the torsional strength of the concrete then full 
torsional reinforcement, based upon loading conditions, must be 
designed. 
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Is Torsion Reinforcement 
Required? ACI 11 . 6 . 1 (1) 
Compute Concrete Strength 
ACI 11 . 6 . 1 . 1 for Torsion (3) 
ACI 11 . 3 . 1 . 4 for Shear (4) 
Compute Steel Strength 
ACI 11 . 6 . 5 for Torsion (5) 
ACI 11 . 3.1 . 4 for Shear (6) 
Does Steel Strength exceed the 
maximum allowable? 
ACI 11 . 6 . 9.4 for Torsion 
ACI 11 . 5 . 6 . 8 for Shear (2) 
s Torsional Load less than 
85 % of the Concrete Strength? 
Compute Torsion Reinforcement 
ACI 11 . 6 . 9 . 1 Stirrup (9) 
ACI 11.6 . 9 . 3 Long . (11) or (12) 
,,_ 
Is Shear Load less than 
85% of the concrete Strength? 
Compute Shear Reinforcement 
ACI 11.5.6.2 (13) 
Stop 
n Stop 
y Design New --t--~---~- Section 
y 
y Provide Minimum 
i--~~--~~ Reinforcement 
AC I 11. 5 . 5 . 5 ( 8) 
Figure 2. Flow Chart for Torsional Reinforcement Design. 
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Section 11 . 5.5.1 of the ACI code requires a minimum area of 
shear steel reinforcement to be supplied if the shear load exceeds 50% 
of the shear strength of the concrete. If the shear load is below 50% 
of the shear strength of the concrete then no shear reinforcement is 
required. If the shear load exceeds 85 % of the shear strength of the 
concrete then full shear reinforcement, based upon loading conditions, 
must be designed . 
Section 11 . 6 . 9 . 4 of the ACI code requires the torsional 
reinforcement to be less than four times the torsional strength of the 
concrete . This is equivalent to limiting the torsional moment to five 
times the torsional strength of the concrete. Section 11.5.6.8 of the 
ACI code states the maximum shear strength that shear reinforcement 
can provide to be as shown in equation (2). 
(2) 
If either of these requirements is exceeded then the cross section of 
the concrete is not adequate to support the loading and must be 
increased . 
Strength of Concrete 
Section 11.6.6.1 of the ACI code shows the torsional strength 





Section 11.3.1 . 4 of the ACI code shows the shear strength, Ve' of a 
concrete beam subject to shear and torsional loads to be as shown in 
equation (4). 
2vvb d 
v c w (4) = c 
v'1 + (2.SC T /V )
2 
t u u 
where ct = b d 1Lx2y w 
Section 11 . 6 . 6 . 2 requires modification of the concrete strength if the 
beam is subjected to axial tension . This is done by multiplying 
equations (3) and (4) by (1 + N /SODA) . 
u g 
Design of Steel Reinforcement 
Steel reinforcement is determined such that the combined 
concrete strength and the steel reinforcement strength are adequate 
for the loading conditions . 
Requirements for Reinforcement Strength 
Section 11 .6.5 of the ACI code states that the torsional moment 
shall not exceed 85% of the combined concrete and reinforcement 
torsional strength . Therefore the torsional reinforcement must be 
designed for a torsional moment, T , as shown in equation (5). 
s 
T = (T - .85T )/.85 
s u c 
(5) 
Section 11.1.1 of the ACI code states that the shear load shall 
not exceed 85% of the combined concrete and reinforcement shear 
8 
strength . Therefore the shear reinforcement must be designed for a 
shear load, V, as shown in equation (6). 
s 
V = (V - .85V )/ .85 
s u c 
Required Reinforcement Area 
(6) 
Equations (3) and (4), as well as equations discussed later for 
shear and torsional reinforcement strength , show an interaction 
between the torsional and shear loads . It is noticed in the ACI code 
that torsion and shear design are discussed together. Torsion alone 
is rarely designed for in practical applications. Therefore, the ACI 
does not provide a procedure for this case. 
Section 11.6.7.3 states that reinforcement for beams subject to 
torsion shall consist of closed stirrups, closed ties or spirals and 
longitudinal bars. Section 11.5.1.1 states that shear reinforcement 
may consist of vertical stirrups . Section 11.6.7.2 in the ACI code 
states that reinforcement requirements for torsion may be combined 
with requirements for other reinforcement as long as the most 
restrictive requirements for spacing are met. Therefore, 
reinforcement for shear and torsion in concrete beams are combined and 
consist of stirrups, perpendicular to the center axis of the beam, 
spaced along the length of the beam, and longitudinal bars, parallel 
to the center axis of the beam, spaced around the perimeter of the 
stirrups. The total stirrup area required is shown in equation (7). 
A = Av + 2At total 
(7) 
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Section 11 . 5 . 5 . 5 of t he ACI code requires a minimum area of 
reinforcement in beams requiring t or s i ona l reinforcement to be as 
shown in equation (8) . 
50b s/f 
w y (8) 
If the torsional load is greater then 85% of the concrete strength, 
then Section 11 . 6 . 9 . 1 of the ACI code s t a tes that required torsional 
stirrup area be calculated as shown i n equation (9). 
T (s) 
At 
s (9) = 
atxlylfy 
where at = 0 . 66 + 0 . 33(y1/x1) (10) 
Section 11 . 6 . 9 . 3 of the ACI code shows the required 
area of) longitudinal reinforcement to be calculated by equation (11) 













The value for A1 computed from equation (12) need not exceed the value 
computed for A1 when 2At is replaced with 50bws/fy. 
Section 11.5.6.2 of the ACI code shows the required area of 







Stirrup Spacing Determination 
(13) 
As mentioned earlier, reinforcement in beams subject to torsion 
and shear consists of stirrups spaced along the length of the beam. 
This spacing, s is determined along with the stirrup area with the 
use of equations (7), (9) and (13). From these equations it is seen 
there is an inverse relationship between the load, T and V , and the 
s .s 
spacing . As the load decreases the spacing increases . The ACI code 
provides restrictions on the spacing as shown below. 
Section 11 .6.8.1 of the ACI code states that the spacing of 
closed stirrups, used for torsional reinforcement , shall not exceed 




)/4 or 12 inches . 
Section 11.5.4.1 of the ACI code states that the spacing for 
shear reinforcement stirrups shall not exceed d/2 or 24 inches. In 
addition Section 11.5.4.3 states that if V exceeds 4 ~b d then s \j~c w 
the spacing shall not exceed d/4 or 12 inches. 
Section 7.6.1 states that the clear distance between parallel 
bars shall not be smaller than the diameter of the reinforcing bar, 
db' or one inch . 
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Stirrup Reinforcement Determination 
The final stirrup design is found by solving equations (7), (9) 
and (13) for stirrup area and spacing. This is done by selecting a 
reinforcing bar for the stirrups , substituting the bar's cross 
sectional area for the required area in equation (7) and solving for 
s . If s meets the spacing and size constraints discussed earlier then 
the selected bar can be used for stirrup reinforcement. Note that if 
s exceeds the maximum values, then s is set to the maximum value for 
the selected bar . If s is smaller then the minimum value then the 
selected bar cannot be used for stirrup reinforcement. This process 
is performed for the entire beam resulting in a series of stirrups 
spaced along the length of the beam . 
Longitudinal Reinforcement Determination 
f ter the stirrup reinforcement is designed the required 
longitudinal area can be determined from equations (11) or (12). Since 
A
1 
is a function of s, the required area will vary along the beam. 
The largest area requirement along the beam is used for the design of 
the longitudinal reinforcement. Longitudinal reinforcement is placed 
inside the perimeter of the stirrups, with at least one bar in each 
corner to anchor the stirrups . The number of longitudinal bars is 
determined by selecting a reinforcing bar and dividing the required 
area, A
1
, by the area of the bar. If the selected bar meets the 
requirements shown below then it may be used for the longitudinal 
reinforcement. 
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Section 11 . 6 . 8 . 2 states the requirements for longitudinal 
reinforcement . Reinforcement bars smaller than number three shall not 
be used . Spacing of the bars shall not exceed 12 inches and there 
shall be at least one bar in each of the four corners of the closed 
stirrups . 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DESIGN TORSIONAL REINFORCEMENT 
As it has been discussed , the process for determining 
torsional reinforcement is not difficult but does require good 
attention to detail. The computation for stirrup reinforcement area 
and spacing can be repetitive . This section discusses a computer 
program which aids in the design of torsional reinforcement. 
Features of the Computer Program 
The program is written in Microsoft GW BASIC. Structured 
programming concepts have been used, within the constraints imposed by 
the BASIC language. Where useful, graphics have been used for input 
and output inf ormation. The design procedures , discussed in the 
previous section for the design of torsional reinforcement, are 
implemented in the program. The program is expandable so that future 
modifications and additional capabilities can be added. Possible 
modifications will be discussed in a later section. 
The program assumes that the user is familiar with ACI 318-83 
design requirements for torsional reinforcement. It is not intended 
that the program be used as a black box, but as a design tool. The 
program is designed to be used repetitively to aid in design decision 
making. 
The program computes reinforcement at sections, defined by the 
user, along the length of the beam. It is assumed the beam has a 
uniform cross section along the entire length of the beam. Loading 
conditions are input, by the user, which define the sections to be 
13 
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analyzed. The program computes the required stirrup spacing and 
number of longitudinal bars, at each section, for several reinforcing 
bar sizes. The user is then asked to select a bar size to use for the 
detailed design of stirrup reinforcement. The stirrup spacing is then 
calculated , for the selected bar size, along the entire length of the 
beam . 
The Program Modules 
The main program presents preliminary information about the 
program and the main menu . From the main menu the subroutine to 
design torsional reinforcement can be called or the user may exit the 
program . There are six subroutines in this program . A brief 
description of each subroutine is shown below . Each subroutine will 
be discussed in more detail in the sections that follow. The computer 
program is listed in Appendix A. 
1 . TORSIO 
2 . SECTIO 




This subroutine controls the flow of the 
program for the design of torsional 
reinforcement. 
This subroutine computes the sectional 
properties of the beam to be analyzed. 
This subroutine quizzes the user for the 
loading conditions of the beam to be 
analyzed . 
This subroutine computes the 
reinforcement requirements for the beam. 
This subroutine outputs a review of 
the inputs and then presents the design 
results . 
This subroutine computes the spacing for 
a specified bar size along the entire beam. 
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The subroutines are called in the order shown above. The output 
subroutine calls the loading and section subroutines to display the 
user's input. 
The Torsion Subroutine 
This subroutine controls the flow of the analysis and design of 
torsional re~nforcement in concrete beams. The subroutine gathers 
information about the problem to be analyzed , beam length and 
materials used. In addition, the torsional and shear concrete 
strengths are computed. The type of reinforcement, none, minimum or 
full, is determined for both torsional and shear loading. 
The user s asked to input the compressive strength of 
concrete . Equations (1) through (4), presented in the previous 
section, apply to normal weight concrete . Section 11. 2 .1.1 of the ACI 
code provides requirements for the use of lightweight concrete. This 
is done be replacing~, in equations (1) through (4), with 
f t. I 6. 7, where f is the average tensile strength for lightweight 
c ct 
concrete. If f is not known then Section 11.2.1.2 of the ACI code 
ct 
requires the value ~ to be multiplied by a reduction factor. The 
reduction values listed in the ACI code are 0.75 for "all-lightweight" 
concrete and 0.85 for " sand-lightweight" concrete. Linear 
interpolation is allowed for concrete material that falls between 
"all-lightweight " concrete and "sand-lightweight" concrete. The value 
determined from either section 11.2.1.l or 11.2.1.2 may not exceed the 
compressive strength of the concrete. The program asks the user for 
16 
the average splitting tensile strength of the concrete. If the user 
enters 0 then the program asks for a reduction factor to apply to 
~. The program checks that the reduction value is between 0.75 
and 0 . 85 . If it is not, the user is reminded of the ACI code 
requirements and asked to verify the reduction fac tor entered. If 
fct/6 . 7 is greater than~ or the reduction factor is greater than 
1, then the value ~ shall be used without modif ications. 
This subroutine then calls the section and loading subroutines. 
Then the torsional and shear strength of the concrete are computed, 
using equations (3) and (4), at each user defined section. Also the 
various limiting requirements, as discussed in the previous section 
for minimum and maximum concrete strength , are computed. The 
subro tine then set two f ags, one for torsional reinforcement 
requirements and one for shear reinforcement requirements, for each 
section . These flags indicate to the analysis subroutine what type of 
reinforcement, none, minimum or full, is required at each section of 
the beam. The analysis subroutine is then called to determine the 
required reinforcement at each section . The output subroutine is then 
called to present a summary of the analysis and the required 
reinforcement at the user defined sections. 
The user is then asked for a bar size to use in designing 
stirrup spacing for the entire beam . The user has the option of 
bypassing this portion of the program. If requested by the user, the 
design subroutine will be called to develop the stirrup spacing for 
the entire beam. 
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The user is then returned to the main menu to exit the program 
or perform another analysis . 
The Section Subroutine 
The section subroutine computes the torsional sectional 
property, the gross cross sectional area and the web width. The user 
is prompted to select one of five cross section options. Four of 
these options are predefined cross sections . The fifth option allows 
the user to input a custom section. The predefined cross sections are 
shown in Figure 3. Each of the options are discussed in the following 
j_ ~ W2 •f 






T Hl t 
T H 
H2 1 _t_ 
1~ W2 •I ~w~ 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3. Predefined Cross Sections. 
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sections . For rectangular or flanged cross sections Section 11.6.1.1 
of the ACI code specifies the use of component rectangles to determine 
the torsional section property. Fo r these members the sum '2::x2y of 
the component rectangles shall define the torsional section 
properties . 
This subroutine is also called by the output subroutine to 
display the selected cross section . When the cross section is output 
the u er defined dimensions are placed on the cross section for 
reference . 
Rectangular Cross Section . This cross section is shown 
The user is prompted for the values H and w. 
? 
either H-~ or W2H, whichever is smaller . The 







x y is 




In the L and T cross sections , discussed next, the component 
rectangle dimensions are given . 
2 . 
The value of x y for each component 
rectangle is the same as given above for the rectangular cross 
section. 
The L Cross Section. This cross section is shown in Figure 3(b). The L 
section usually represents a beam supporting a slab. Section 11.6.1.1 
limits the amount of the L section flange which can be used in the 
computation of '2:x 2y . The flanged section width shall not exceed three 
times the flange d section 's thickness. The user is prompted for 
values of Wl, Hl, W2 and H2. Two values of Lx2y are computed. One 
uses two component rectangles with dimensions Wl by Hl and W2 by H2. 
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The other uses two component rec t angles with dimensions (Hl + H2) by 
Wl and H2 by (Wl - W2) . The larger value fo r L x2y will be output. 
The value of A will be the cross sec t ional area. The value of b 
g w 
will be Wl . 
The T Cross Section . This cross section is shown in Figure 3(c). The T 
section flanges are limited to three times t he flange's thickness as 
in the L section . The user is prompted for values of Wl, Hl, W2 and 
H2 . Two va u s for 'Lx2y are computed . The fi r s t uses two component 
rectangles with dimensions Wl by Hl and W2 by H2 . The other uses three 
component rectangles with dimensions Wl by (H l + H2) and two equal 
component rectangles with dimensions (W2 - Wl)/2 by H2. The larger of 
these two value for L x
2
y , will be output. The value of A will be 
g 
the cross sectional area . The value of b will be Wl. 
w 
The Bo ection . This cross section is shown in Figure 3(d). 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Section 11 .6.1 . 2 of the ACI code allows a box section to be treated as 
a solid rectangular section if the wall t h ickness, t, is at least x/4, 
where x is the shorter dimension of the box cross section. If the 
wall thickness is between x/4 and x/1 0 t hen the section may be treated 
2 
as a solid rectangular section, however the val ue of x y must be 
multiplied by 4t/x . If the wall t hickness is less than x /10, special 
considerations concerning the wall s tiffness must be made. 
the user is prompted for values of W, H and t. The program 
2 will calculate the value x y f or box cros s sections with wall 
thickness great er t han x/ 10. The value for x
2
y will be computed as 
f or the rectangular cr os s section. For a wall thickness less than x/4 
20 
2 
the value x y will be multiplied by 4t/x . For wall thickness less than 
x /10 the user will have to input values for the cross section 
properties using the custom section option . The value of A will be 
g 
the ac tual cross sectional area of the box cross section. The value 
of b vill be W. 
w 
The Custom Cross Section . The user will be asked to input the value 
for 'L: x
2
y an effective beam width and an effective beam height. The 
value b wi 1 be set to the effective beam width and A will be the 
w g 
effective beam width times the effective beam height. 
The Loading Subroutine 
This subroutine requests the user to input the distance X, from 
the 1 ft end of the beam the factore d torsional moment, the factored 
shear load nd the factored bending moment for each section the user 
wants analyzed . The bending moment is not used in the torsional 
analysis but is included for possible fu ture use. When an X value is 
input which is equal to the length of the beam, input is stopped and 
the number of sections is computed . In addition the user is requested 
to input the a ial loading, if any, acting on the beam. The axial 
load is assumed constant throughout the beam. The distance to 
centroid of tension reinforcement is also requested . The value Ct is 
then computed . 
The output subroutine also calls this subroutine when 
outputting a summary of the analysis . On output this subroutine will 
display the loading conditions in tabular form. If the user has 
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defined at least two sections , the loading conditions will also be 
plotted. 
The Analysis Subroutine 
This subroutine determines stirrup spacing and number of 
longitudinal reinforcement bars required at each section defined by 
the user . 
The program contains data on reinforcing bar sizes three through 
eleven . Th data ' ncluded is the bar diameter, bar cross sectional 
area, bar perimeter and the bar weight per foot . The last two items 
are not used in the program at this time but are included for possible 
use by future modifications . The user is requested to input the yield 
strength f 
y 
for the reinforcing steel and the required stirrup steel 
concrete cove . 
The subroutine selects bar size number three and solves 
equations (7) (9) and (13) for the stirrup spacing. The spacing is 
checked against the spacing requirements discussed in the previous 
section . If the spacing meets all requirements then the subroutine 
computes the required longitudinal reinforcement area, using equation 
(11) or (12) . The subroutine then checks each bar size for bars that 
meet the longitudinal reinforcement requirements for a number three 
stirrup . A list of acceptable longitudinal reinforcement bar sizes, 
and the required number of bars, is created for the number three 
stirrup. This process is then repeated using each bar size as stirrup 
reinforcement and determining the stirrup spacing. If a bar meets the 
stirrup reinforcement requirements, then the bar sizes and number 
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meeting the longitudinal reinforcement requirements, for that stirrup 
reinforcement, are determined . This process is then repeated for 
every user defined section. The user can then select the best 
combination of stirrup and longitudinal reinforcement for the design. 
The Output Subroutine 
This subroutine controls the flow of all output. A summary of 
the analysis is output and then the reinforcement design for each user 
defined section is output . 
There are two types of output used in this subroutine. The 
cross sectional properties and the loading are output graphically. To 
receive a hard copy of these outputs requires a screen printing 
routine and a p inter capable of printing graphics . The screen 
printing routine is not part of this program and the user must load 
such a program into machine memory before running this program. The 
reinforcement design information for both the user input sections and 
the detailed design are output in tabular form . Therefore graphic 
printing capabilities are not required to use this program for 
design. This subroutine displays the output one screen at a time. 
The user may elect to print the screen or view the information on the 
screen and then continue on to the next screen. 
To output the summary of the analysis performed, this subroutine 
calls the section and loading subroutines to display the input cross 
section and loading conditions. Then the stirrup · and longitudinal 
reinforcement design information is output for each of the user 
defined sections. 
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The Design Subroutine 
The user will be requested to enter a bar size to use for the 
detailed stirrup reinforcement design. This subroutine will then 
determine the stirrup spacing for the entire beam. 
The detailed design will be performed between user defined 
sections starting at the left end of the beam. The first position 
designed will be at a distance s
1
, the spacing for the first user 
def ·ned sect.on, from the left side . The loading conditions will be 
determined by linear interpolation between the first two user defined 
points . The concrete strength, required reinforcement strength and 
the required reinforcement area at this position will be computed. 
The stirrup spacing s
2
, for the user selected bar size, will then be 
computed . Then the loading at a distance s
1 
+ s 2 will be determined 
and the procedure repeated . The computations will progress along the 
length of the beam until the next user defined section is reached. 
The process will then be repeated between successive sections until 
the stirrup spacing has been calculated for the entire beam. 
Section 11 .6. 7 .6 of the ACI code requires torsional 
reinforcement to be continued a distance (d + b) past the point where 
no torsional reinforcement is required by equation (1). This 
subroutine will compute stirrup reinforcement spacing for the entire 
beam, checking minimum reinforcement requirements at every position 
along the beam. If the torsional and shear load drops below .85T and c 
.85V , then minimum reinforcement will be designed for the beam until 
c 
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the next user defined section is reached or the distance (d + b) past 
the need for reinforcement is reached . 
This subroutine will then output the detailed design in tabular 
form . The output will include the reinforcement strength at each 
stirrup location . The user will be notified of any areas of the beam 
which require no reinforcement. 
This program works from user input loading conditions. No 
knowledge of the boundary conditions is included . Therefore any 
special reinforcement requirements at supports are not included in the 
detail design .. 
A SAMPLE PROBLEM 
This section will design torsion re i nforcement, for a concrete 
beam, using the procedures discussed in t he prev ious sections of the 
report . The computer program will also be r un to solve the same 
design problem . The results will be compared t o show the accuracy of 
the program . 
Description of the Problem 
A beam is formed into the edge of a lar ge, six inch thick slab. 
The cross section to be analyzed is shown in Fi gure 4. The beam is 10 
feet long supported at each end and uniformly l oaded so that the 
design load·ng conditions are T = 50000 ft - lb a t the ends and zero at 
u 
the center of the beam. V is 30000 lb at the ends and zero at the 
u 
center of th beam . 





Figure 4 . Cross Section f or Sample Problem 
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Material properties for the problem are f ' = 4000 psi and 
c 
f = 60000 psi. Effective depth to the centroid of flexure steel is 
y 
21 . 5 inches . The minimum steel cover is to be 1.5 inches. 
The Design Procedure 
This section will perform the analysis as would be done without 
a computer . This procedure follows closely the procedure used in the 
program . One exception is that this section will not compute the 
stirrup pac ng for all available bar sizes. A number four bar will 
be used for the reinforcement . 
The section properties are computed . No te that the allowable 
overhang that may be used is 3 x 6 = 18 inches. 
Lx
2
y = <12 2 x 24) + <6 2 x 18) 
= 4104 in3 
ct = c12 x 21 . 5)/4104 
= . 0629 /in 
Using equation (1) the maximum moment that the beam may support 
without torsional reinforcement is : 
Tu (max) = • 85 (O. 5 vf4000< 4104)) I 12 
= 9193 ft -lb 
Equations (3) and (4) are now solved for the torsional and shear 






0.8 \j4000C4104) (1/12) 
~ + [0.4(30000)/(.0629)(50000 x 12)] 2 
= 16940 f t-lb 
2 ~(12) (21.5) 
Vi+ [2 .5(.0629)(50000 x 12)/30000] 2 
= 9889 lb 
Check the requirement for max T . 
u 
T <5T u c 
5(16490) 
= 82450 ft-lb 
The cross section is adequate for the torsional loading . 
U equat'ons (5) and (6) to determine the loading to be carr ied 
by the tors·on and shear reinforcement. 
T = (50000 - 0.85(16490))/0.85 
s 
= 42334 ft-lb 
v = (30000 - 0.85( 9889))0.85 
s 
25405 lb 
Check the maximum value for the shear steel strength using 






The cross section is adequate for the shear loading. 
Determine the required stirrup reinforcement areas. A number 
four bar is to be used which has a cross sectional area of .20 in2 and 




Y1 = 24 
(2) (1.5) 
(2) (1.5) 
and then using equation (10) : 
(2)( . 25) 
(2)( . 25) 




The tors on and shear reinforcement areas are now computed, using 
equations (9) and (13). 
At (42334)(12)s I ((1.46)(8 .5)(20.5)(60000)] 
.0333s 
A = (25405)s I ((60000)(21.5)] 
v 
= .0197s 
The total amount of stirrup steel required is determined using 
equation (7). 
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A + 2A = .0197s + 2(.0333)s 
v t 
= .0863s 
And the spacing at the end, for a closed stirrup composed of two 
number four bars, is : 
s = . 40/ .0863 = 4.64 in 
The max ·mum spacing constraints need to be checked . 
For torsion: 
7 . 25 in or 12 in 
For shear : 
d/2 = 0.75 in or 24 in 
The most restrictive spacing requirement, based on torsion 
requirements is 7.25 in . 
The procedure described above is repeated along the beam until 
the stirrup spacing is determined. No te that since T and V are 
u u 
linear functions the ratio T /V is constant. Therefore the concrete 
u u 
strength is constant throughout the section. The results for the beam 
are shown on the next page. 
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x T v T v A A s u u s s t v 
0 50000 30000 42336 25391 0.0328 0.0200 4 
4 46667 28000 38414 23038 0.0298 0.0181 5 
9 42500 25500 33512 20097 0.0260 0.0158 5 
14 38333 23000 28610 17156 0.0222 0.0135 6 
20 33333 20000 22728 13626 0.0176 0.0107 7 
27 27500 16500 15865 9509 0.0123 0.0075 7 
34 21667 13000 9002 5391 0.0070 0.0042 7 
41 15833 9500 2139 1273 0.0017 0.0010 7 
At a distance 43 inches from the end of the beam the torsional 
and the shear loading drop below .85T and .85V . At a distance of 48 
c c 
inches f rom the end the torsional and shear load drops below the 
allowable load for unreinforced concrete. However reinforcement must 
be carried a distance (d + b) past this point, or 48 + (21.5 + 12) = 
81.5 inches . This is past the half span of the beam so reinforcement 
will be carried throughout the beam . 
The final stirrup design, for half the beam, is one stirrup at 
four 'nch spacing two stirrups at five inch spacing, one stirrup at 
six inch spacing and seven stirrups at seven inch spacing. 
The longitudinal reinforcement is determined using equation 
(ll) or (12) . 
A
1 
= 2(.0333)(4 . 64)[(8 .5 + 20.5)/4.64] 
= 1. 9314 in
2 
- OR -
400( 12 )(50000 x 12) 
--------------- - 2 (. 0333) 
60000[(50000 x 12) + 30000/3(.0628)] 




The second equation above yields a value of 1.254 when 50b s/f is 
w y 
substituted for 2At . Therefore the required area of longitudinal 
reinforcement is 1.9314 in
2
. This will take at least 9.657 bars 
(1.9314/ . 20) . The final design will use ten longitudinal reinforcing 
bars . 
The Computer Run 
The complete results from the computer program run are shown in 
Appendix B. The results for number four stirrup and longitudinal 
reinforcing bar are shown below . The "T" under the spacing column 
indicates that the spacing is limited by maximum spacing requirements 
for to sion. The word "MI IMUM" under the steel strength columns 
indicates the design is for minimum reinforcement. 
x T v T v s u u s s 
0 50000 30000 42334 25400 4 
4 46667 28000 38412 23047 5 
9 42500 25500 33510 20106 5 
14 38333 23000 28608 17165 6 
20 33333 20000 22726 13636 7 T 
27 27500 16500 15863 9518 7 T 
34 21667 13000 9001 5400 7 T 
41 15833 9500 2138 1283 7 T 
48 10000 6000 MINIMUM 7 T 
55 4167 2500 MINIMUM 7 T 
60 0 0 MINIMUM 7 T 
The computer results show a required longitudinal area of 
1.936 in2 . The minimum number of longitudinal bars is six. The 
quantity of number four bars required then is ten (1.936/.20). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The computer results for stirrup spac i ng and longitudinal 
reinforcement show good comparison to the v a l ues computed with normal 
design methods . The computer program de te rmi nes all values directly 
from the ACI equations and therefore should a gree with values 
determined by normal design methods . The differences seen in the 
shear steel strengths are due to the fact the computer solution 
carries all calculations out to eight decimal places. In normal 
design methods the calculated values are normall y truncated to more 
managable numbers . Hovever, even with this t he diff erence between the 
computer solution and normal design methods wi ll be within normal 
engineer~ng de ' gn tolerances . 
The program vas developed in an interpretive BASIC environment. 
The comput tion of stirrup spacing and the drawing of the graphic 
screens ere slow. The program was then compiled using the IBM BASIC 
Compiler Vl .O . The program ran much fas t e r and met the desired 
requirement that the program be quick . 
Recommended Changes for Future Development 
This program was written with f uture modif ica tions in mind. 
This section will discuss several modifica tions that could be 
incorporated into this program. 
The input loading conditions must be determined before running 
this program . One possible modif ica tion would be to set up the 
loading s ubrout ine to read the l oading conditions from a file. In 
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this way other programs could be used to compute the torsional, shear 
and moment loading and write this data to a file. Then the loading 
subroutine could read this data file and retrieve the loading 
conditions . 
At present this program only computes stirrup reinforcement if 
torsional reinforcement is required. Chapter 11 of the ACI code 
discusses shear alone as well as torsion and shear. This program has 
many of the shear only equations included as part of the torsion and 
shear reinforcement computations. The program could be modified to 
compute the shear reinforcement when no torsional reinforcement is 
required . 
The section subroutine was written in a modular manner. 
There f o e addit'onal cross sections could be added. In addition the 
sect'on subroutine could be expanded to calculate other cross 
s ct'ona properties . 
APPENDIX A 
1000 REM ************************************************************* 
1020 REM * * 
1040 REM • Main Routine Filenaae : MAIN.BAS * 
1060 REM • * 
1080 REM * Description This is the ain calling routine for the • 
1100 REM • progra• SHEARTOR which analyzes the • 
1120 REM • loading conditions of a concrete beam * 
1140 REM • sub)ect to torsion and/orshear. The • 
1160 REM • steel reinforceaent, in the fora of full • 
1170 REM • stirrups and longitudnal bars, required • 
1180 REM • to eet AISC requireaents is determined. • 
1200 REM • * 
1220 RE ************************************************************* 
1300 DIM X<20) 
1320 DIM TUC20>,VUC20>,MUC20> 
1340 DIM TC.FLAGC20>,VC.FLAGC20) 
1360 DIM VCC20>,TCC20> 
1380 DIM X.COOR0%C20>,Y.COORDXC3,20>,ZERO.LOCC3> 
1400 DIM BAR.NUMC9>,BAR.DIAC9>,BAR.AREAC9> 
1420 DIM 8AR.PERIMC9>,BAR.WGTC9> 
1440 DIM AREA.STIRRUPC20,9J 
1460 DIM SPACEC20,9>,SP.LIMSC20,9) 
1480 DIM RECD.STIR.AREAC20,9> 
1500 DIM REOD.LONG.AREAC20,9> 
1520 DIM NUM.LONG.BARSC20,9l 
1540 DIM AREA.LONGC20,9,9> 
1560 DIM TSC20J,VSC20> 
1562 MAX.SECTIONS~ = 20 : MAX.NUM.BAR = 9 
1563 IO.INP = 1 
1564 IO.OUT = 2 
1580 REM 
1600 REM ============================================================ 
1620 REM 
1640 REM DEFINITION OF MAJOR VARIABLES 
1660 REM 
1680 REM X 
1700 REM TU 
1720 REM VU 
1740 REM MU 
1760 REM VC.FLAG 
1780 REM TC.FLAG 
1800 REM NU 
1820 REM D.TENSION 
1840 REM RHO.W 
1860 REM BW 
DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF BEAM 
FACTORED TORSIONAL LOAD 
FACTORED SHEAR LOAD 
FACTORED MOMENT 
REQUIRED SHEAR REINFORCEMENT FLAG 
REQUIRED TORSION REINFORCEMENT FLAG 
AXIAL LOAD CONSTANT FOR BEAM 
DEPTH OF TENSION REINFORCEMENT 
As I Bw*d CONSTANT 
WIDTH OF CONCRETE BEAM 
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1880 REM AGROSS 
1900 REM CT 
1920 REM SUMX2Y 
1940 REM NSECT 
1960 REK TS 
1980 REM BLENG 
2000 REK ANAL.OPT 









GROSS AREA OF CONCRETE BEAK 
RELATES TENSION TO TORSION 
St. Venants SUK X SQUARED Y 
NUMBER OF SECTIONS TO BE ANALYZED 
PROBLEM TITLE 
LENGTH OF BEAM 
FULL TORSION ANALYSIS OPTION 
PROGRAM OPTION 
TORSION, SHEAR FOR CONCRETE SECTION 
TORSION, SHEAR FOR STEEL REINFORCEMENT 
RECUIRED STIRRUP STEEL AREA 
REQUIRED LONGTUDINAL STEEL AREA 
ACTUAL STIRRUP STEEL AREA 
ACTUAL LONGTUDINAL AREA 










2220 KEY OFF 
2240 CLS 
2260 PRINT:PRINT 
2280 PRINT " THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES DESIGN INFORMATION" 
2300 PRINT " FOR THE DESIGN OF REINFORCEMENT OF" 
2320 PRINT '' CONCRETE BEAMS SUBJECT TO TORSION AND SHEAR" 
2340 PRINT " " 
2360 PRINT .. THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FOR BEAMS REQUIRING TORSIONAL" 
2380 PRINT .. REINFORCEMENT. FOR SECTIONS NOT REQUIRING TORSIONAL" 
2400 PRINT .. REINFORCEMENT NO DESIGN DATA WILL BE COMPUTED." 
2420 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT: 
2440 PRINT .. WRITTEN BY: 
2460 PRINT •• 
2480 PR! T " 
J.E. SCHWARZ, JR. P.E." 
STAR ROUTE 4 BOX 376 
EUSTIS, FLA. 32726" 
2500 PRINT:PRINT:LINE 
2520 CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
INPUT "ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE ",AS 
2540 PRINT " PROGRAM OPTIONS" 
2560 PRINT 
2580 PRINT .. 1. PERFORM ANALYSIS" 
2600 PRINT " 2. EXIT 0 
2620 PRINT 
2640 INPUT "ENTER SELECTION > ",PGRM.OPT 
2660 IF PGRM.OPT = 2 THEN 2760 






2760 SCREEN 0,0,0 
2780 SYSTEM 
2800 END 
2820 REM END MAIN.BAS 
'PERFORM SHEAR/TORSION ANALYSIS 
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5000 REM ************************************************************* 




5020 REM • 
5040 REM • 
5060 REM * 
5080 REM • 
5100 REM • 
5102 REM • 
5104 REM • 
5106 REM • 
5108 REM • 
5109 REM • 
5210 REM * 
5212 REM • 
Description This routine calls the procedures needed • 
to deteraine sectional properties, • 
loading conditions and then deteraines • 
Ve and Tc for the input conditions. • 
Flags are then set which coapare the • 
actual loading to the AISC requireaents. • 
The final procedure is then called which • 
deteraines the required reinforceaent. * 
* 
5214 REK ************************************************************* 
5220 CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
5225 PRINT " NOTE: WHEN ASKED FOR AN INPUT, THE RECUIRED DIMENSIONS," 
5230 PRINT" IF ANY, WILL BE SHOWN IN SQUARE BRACKETS, [ l." 
5235 PRINT " A DEFAULT VALUE MAY ALSO BE SHOWN IN THE BRACKETS ... 
5240 PRINT '' THIS VALUE WILL BE USED IF A <CR> IS ENTERED." 
5245 PRINT:PRINT 
5250 INPUT 0 ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE",AS 
5260 CLS 
5280 PRINT:PRINT 
5300 PRINT " BEAM DEFINITION" 
5320 PRINT 
5340 PRINT " ENTER TITLE FOR THIS PROBLEM" 
5360 INPUT "> ",TITLES 
5380 PRINT 
5400 INPUT "ENTER LENGTH OF BEAM [FTJ > ",BLENG 
5420 CLS 
5660 IO.FLAG = IO.INP 
5680 REM 




5780 PRINT " INFORMATION ABOUT CONCRETE USED FOR THIS ANALYSIS" 
5800 PRINT 
5820 PRINT 11 ENTER COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH <FC' > (4000 PSIJ > "; 
5822 INPUT " ",FC.COMP 
5830 IF FC.COMP = 0 THEN FC.COMP = 4000 
5840 PRINT 
5860 PRINT " IS LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE TO BE USED? <YIN> [NJ > "; 
5862 INPUT ' ",FLAG. LITE. CONCS 
5865 IF FLAG.LITE.CONCS = .... THEN 6090 
5880 IF FLAG.LITE.CONCS = "N" OR FLAG.LITE.CONCS = "n" THEN 6090 
5900 PRINT 
5920 PRINT " ENTER AVG SPLITTING TENSILE STRENGTH, OR 0 · [PSIJ > .. ; 
5922 INPUT " ", FC.TENSION 
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5940 IF FC.TENSION <> 0 THEN 6090 
5960 REM AISC 11.2.1.2 
5980 PRINT 
6000 PRINT "ENTER .75 FOR 'ALL LIGHT WEIGHT' CONCRETE" 
6020 PRINT '' .85 FOR 'SAND-LIGHTWEIGHT' CONCRETE" 
6040 PRINT " .75 - .85 FOR PARTIAL SAND REPLACEMENT " 
6060 INPUT "> ",MULT.FCT 
6065 IF MULT.FCT => .75 AND MULT.FCT <= .85 THEN 6090 
6066 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
6067 PRINT "ACI SECTION 11.2.1.2 STATE USE OT .75 - .85. 11 
6068 PRINT "ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO USE ";MULT.FCT;"? .. 
6069 INPUT "CYJ > .. ; AS 
6070 IF AS = .. N .. OR AS = "n" THEN CLS:GOTO 5980 
. 6090 CLS 
6091 PRINT 
6092 PRINT .. INFORMATION ABOUT THE REINFORCEMENT STEEL." 
6093 PRINT 
6094 INPUT " ENTER Fy FOR THE STEEL (60000 LBFJ > ",FY 
6095 IF FY = 0 THEN FY = 60000 
6096 PRINT 
6097 INPUT .. ENTER MINIMUM CONCRETE COVER (1.5 inl > ",COVER 
6098 IF COVER = 0 THEN COVER = 1.5 
6100 REM 
6120 GOSUB 10000 
6140 GOSUB 15000 
6160 REM 
6180 CLS 
'DETERMINE SECTION PROPERTIES 
'DETERMINE LOADING CONDITIONS 
6200 PHI=.85 'STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTOR AISC 9.3.2Cd> 
6220 REM 
6240 REM DETERMINE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE TO USE 
6260 REM 
6280 IF FLAG.LITE.CONCS="N" THEN 6360 
6300 REM AISC 11.2.1.1 & 11.2.1.2 
6320 IF FC.TENSION <> 0 THEN FC.SQRT=FC.TENSION/6.7 
6340 IF FC.TENSION = 0 THEN FC.SCRT=MULT.FCT*SQRCFC.COMP> 
6360 IF FC.SQRT > SQRCFC.COMP> OR FC.SCRT=O THEN FC.SCRT=SQR<FC.COMP> 
6380 TC.NO.R = PHI•C.5•FC.SCRT•SUMX2Y>/12 'AISC 11.6.1 (LBF-FTJ 
6400 TC.CRACK = PHI•<4•FC.SCRT*SUMX2Y/3)/12 'AISC 11.6.3 CLBF-FTJ 
6510 OK.TO.DESIGN = 1 
6520 FOR ISECT = 1 TO N.SECT 
6540 TC.FLAGCISECT>=99:VC.FLAGCISECT>=99 










REM DETERMINE CONCRETE TORSIONAL STRENGTH AISC 11.6.6.1 
REM 
IF TU<ISECT> < TC.NO.R THEN TC.FLAG<ISECT> = 0 
IF TUCISECT) = 0 THEN GOTO 7825 
TC.BOT=SQR(l+C.4•VUCISECT)/CCT•TU<ISECT>*12>>A2) '[NO UNITSl 
TC<ISECT>=.8•FC.SORT•SUMX2Y/CTC.BOT•12> 'EQ 11-22 (LBF- FTJ 
IF TC.FLAG<ISECT> = 0 THEN GOTO 7825 
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6720 REM 
6740 REM DETERMINE SHEAR STRENGHTH OF CONCRETE COMBINED WITH TORSION 
6760 REM 
REM 
IF VUCISECT> = 0 THEN 6820 
VC.BOT = SQRCl + C2.5•CT•TUCISECT>•12/VUCISECT>>A2> 
VCCISECT> = 2•FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION/VC.BOT 'CLBFJ 







































REM DETERMINE SHEAR STRENGTH OF CONCRETE SECTION WITHOUT TORSION 
REM THIS PORTION OF CODE FOR SHEAR ONLY IS NOT USED. IT IS HERE 
REM FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
REM 
IF NU <> 0 THEN 7240 
REM 




IF MUCISECT> = 0 THEN VDM=l : GOTO 7160 
VDM = VUCISECT> • D.TENSION/CMU<ISECT>•12) '[NO UNITS] 
IF VDM > 1 THEN VDK=l 
VCCISECT>=<l.9•FC.SCRT+2500•RHO.W•VDM>•BW•D.TENSION 'EQ 11-6 
VC.MAX=3.5 FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION 'CLBFJ 
IF VC<ISECT> > VC.MAX THEN VC<ISECT>=VC.MAX 
GOTO 7820 
IF NU < 0 THEN 7500 
7280 REM SHEAR AND AXIAL COMPRESSION AISC 11.3.2.2 
7300 REM 
7320 MM=KU<ISECT>•12-NU•C4•HIGH-D.TENSION>l8 '[!N-LBFJ 
7325 REM EC <11-8> (LBFJ 
7340 VC.MAX=3.5•FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION•SCRC1+NU/CSOO•AGROSS>> 
7360 VDM=VUCISECT>•D.TENSION/MM '[NO UNITSJ 
7380 VCCISECT>=<l.9•FC.SCRT+2500•RHO.W•VDM>~BW•D.TENSION 
7400 IF VCCISECT> > VC.MAX OR MM < 0 THEN VCCISECT>=VC.MAX 
7420 GOTO 7820 
7440 REM 









VCCISECT>=2•Cl+NU/C500•AGROSS>>*FC.SCRT*BW•D.TENSION 'EC 11-9 
THIS SECTION DETERMINES THE CORRECT REINFORCEMENT PARAMETERS 
THE FOLLOWING DESIGN FLAGS ARE SET ; 
?C.FLAG = 0 : NO REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED 
= 1 : MINIMUM REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED 
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7630 REM = 2 FULL REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED 
7640 REM = 3 BAD SECTION. REDEFINE 
7660 REM 
7680 REM TC.FLAG = 3 REDISTRIBUTE T AFTER CRACKING. 
7700 REM 
7720 REM ? = T FOR TORSION ? = V FOR SHEAR 
7740 REM 
7760 REM 
































TS HSECT>. = <TU <ISECT> - PHI•TC<ISECT>>IPHI 
VSCISECT> = CVUCISECT> - PHI•VCCISECT>>IPHI 
DEFINE LIMITING PARAMETERS OF THIS BEAM 
TC .. MIN.R = PHI•TCCISECT> 
VC.HIN.R = PHI•VC<ISECT> 
TS.MAX = 4•TC<ISECT> 
VS.MAX = 8•FC.SQRT•BW•D.TENSION 
VC.NO.R = PHI•VCCISECT>/2 
SEE IF REINFORCMENT IS NEEDED 
IF TC.FLAGCISECT>=O THEN 8060 
TC.FLAGCISECT) = 1 
IF TU<ISECT> > TC.KIN.R THEN TC.FLAGCISECT> 
IF TU <ISECT> > TC.CRACK THEN TC.FLAG<ISECT> 
IF TSC !SECT> ) TS.MAX THEN TC.FLAGCISECT> 
IF VU<ISECT> < VC.NO.R THEN VC.FLAG<ISECT>=O 
IF VC.FLAGCISECT> = 0 THEN 8100 
VC.FLAG <!SECT> = 1 
IF VUCISECT> > VC.MIN.R THEN VC.FLAGCISECT> 











8100 IF TC.FLAG<ISECT> <> 3 AND VC.FLAG<ISECT> <> 3 THEN 8110 
8105 OK.TO.DESIGN = 0 
8110 NEXT ISECT 
8120 CLS 
8140 GOSUB 20000 ' DESIGN REINFORCEMENT 
8160 GOSUB 25000 ' OUTPUT 
8170 IF OK.TO.DESIGN <> 0 THEN 8200 
8175 CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
8180 PRINT "FULL DESIGN CANNOT BE DONE FOR THIS BEAM." 
8185 PRINT:PRINT 
8187 INPUT "ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE",A$ 
8190 RETURN 
8200 CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
8210 PRINT "DO YOU WANT A DETAILED STIRRUP DESIGN FOR THE BEAM."; 
8215 INPUT .. <YIN> > ",AS 
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8220 IF AS = 11 V" OR AS = "N" THEN 8250 
8230 PRINT:PRINT "ANSWER MUST BE Y or N." 
8240 GOTO 8200 
8250 IF AS = "N" THEN 8270 
8260 GOSUB 30000 'DESIGN FULL REINFORCEMENT FOR BEAK 
8270 RETURN 
8280 REM ENDSUB TORSION.BAS 
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10000 REM ************************************************************ 
10010 REM • * 
10020 REM • Subroutine SECTION Filenaae : SECTION.BAS • 
10030 REM • • 
10040 REM • Description This routine calls calculates the • 
10050 REM • sectional properties needed for the • 
10060 REM • analysis of concrete beams for 4 comaon • 
10070 REM • shapes and allows for custoa sections • 
10080 REM • by quizzing the user for the required • 
10085 REM • inforaation. Additional sections can be • 
10090 REM • added as required. • 
10100 REM • • 
10110 REK ************************************************************ 
10120 SCREEN 2 
10130 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN 10200 
10140 ON SOPT GOSUB 11700,11880,12270,12570,11350 
10150 LOCATE 21,5:PRINT TITLES,DATES,TIMES; 
10160 IF SOPT = 5 THEN 10190 
10170 LOCATE 23,5 
10180 PRINT "SUM X SOR Y = ":SUMX2Y; 




10220 GOSUB 11470 'DISPLAY MENU 
10230 LOCATE 22,6 
10240 PRINT .. BEAM CROSS SECTION OPTIONS " 
10250 PRINT:PRINT TAB<G>; 
10260 LINE INPUT; .. ENTER OPTION NUMBER > 11 ,0PTS 
10270 SOPT = VAL<OPT$) 
10280 IF SOPT < 1 OR SOPT > 5 THEN 10210 
10290 CLS 
10300 LOCATE 24,5 
10310 PRINT "'ENTER CROSS SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES" 
10320 ON SOPT GOSUB 10380,10500,10920,11120,11350 
10330 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN 10370 




10380 GOSUB 11700 'DISPLAY RECTANGLE 
10390 LOCATE 2,32:PRINT "RECTANGLE SECTION'" 
10400 LOCATE 20,1 
10410 INPUT "ENTER W > "",W 
10420 INPUT "ENTER H > ",H 
10430 SAVE.W = W 
10440 SAVE.H = H 
10450 BW=W:HIGH=H 
10460 IF H < W THEN SWAP H,W 




10500 GOSUB 11880 'DISPLAY BEAM/SLAB 
10510 LOCATE 18,25:PRINT "BEAK & SLAB AS EFFECTIVE FLANGE" 
10520 LOCATE 20,1 
10530 INPUT " ENTER Wl <BEAK> > ",Wl 
10540 LOCATE 21,1 
10550 INPUT .. ENTER Hl > ",Hl 
10560 LOCATE 20,40 
10570 INPUT " ENTER W2 CSLAB> > ",W2 
10580 LOCATE 21,40 
10590 INPUT 11 ENTER H2 > ",H2 
10600 SAVE.Wl = Wl : SAVE.W2 = W2 
10610 SAVE.Hl = Hl : SAVE.H2 = H2 
10620 BW=Wl:HIGH=Hl + H2 
10630 IF <W2-W1> <= 3 • H2 THEN 10690 
10640 PRINT 
10650 PRINT " EFFECTIVE FLANGE IS GREATER THAN 3 TIMES ITS HEIGHT" 
10660 PRINT " PLEASE REENTER." 
10670 PRINT 
10680 GOTO 10500 
10690 REM 
10700 REM SECTION ONE BEAK•SLAB/SLAB FLANGE 
10710 REM 
1072·0 X1 = Wl 
10730 X2 = H2 
10740 Yl = Hl + H2 
10750 Y2 = ABSCWl - W2> 
10760 IF Hl < Wl THEN SWAP Wl,Hl 
10770 IF H2 < W2 THEN SWAP W2,H2 
10780 A = W1A2 * Hl + W2A2 • H2 
10790 REM 
10800 REM BEAM/SLAB 
10810 REM 
10820 IF Yl < Xl THEN SWAP Xl,Yl 
10830 IF Y2 < X2 THEN SWAP X2,Y2 
10840 SUMX2Y = X1A2 • Yl + X2A2 • Y2 
10850 IF SUMX2Y >= A THEN RETURN 
10860 Xl=Wl 
10870 X2 = W2 
10880 Yl ::: Hl 
10890 Y2 = H2 
10900 SUMX2Y = A 
10910 RETURN 
10920 GOSUB 12270 'DISPLAY TEE 
10930 LOCATE 20,25:PRINT "TEE SECTION" 
10940 LOCATE 21,1 :INPUT " ENTER Wl > .. ,Wl 
10950 LOCATE 22,1 :INPUT " ENTER Hl > 11 ,Hl 
10960 LOCATE 21,40:INPUT " ENTER W2 > ",W2 
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10970 LOCATE 22,40:INPUT " ENTER H2 > ",H2 
10980 SAVE.Wl = Wl : SAVE.W2 = W2 
10990 SAVE.Hl = Hl : SAVE.H2 = H2 
11000 IF Hl<Wl THEN SWAP Wl,Hl 
11010 IF H2<W2 THEN SWAP W2,H2 
11020 AGROSS=Wl•H1+W2•H2 
11030 HIGH=Hl+H2 
11035 BW = Wl 
11036 IF Wl<W2 THEN BW=W2 
11040 A=W1A2•Hl+W2A2•H2 
11050 Xl=Wl:X2=CW2-W1>12:Y1=HIGH:Y2=H2 
11060 IF Yl<Xl THEN SWAP Xl,Yl 
11070 IF Y2<X2 THEN SWAP X2,Y2 
11080 SUMX2Y=X1A2•Y1+2•X2A2•Y2 
11090 IF SUMX2Y>=A THEN RETURN 
11100 SUMX2Y=A 
11110 RETURN 
11120 GOSUB 12570 'DISPLAY BOX 
11130 LOCATE 2,36:PRINT .. BOX SECTION" 
11140 LOCATE 20,1 
11150 INPUT '"ENTER W > ",W 
11160 LOCATE 21,1 
11170 INPUT "ENTER H > ",H 
11180 LOCATE 21,40 
11190 INPUT .. ENTER t > ",T 
11200 SAVE.W = W 
11210 SAVE.ff - H 
11220 SAVE.T = T 
11230 IF H < W THEN SWAP W,H 
11240 Xl = W 
11250 Yl = H 
11260 BW=W:HIGH=H:AGROSS=2•H•T+2•CW-2•T>•T 
11270 IF T >= W/4 THEN SUMX2Y = X1A2 * Yl : RETURN 
11280 IF T > W/10 THEN 11330 
11290 PRINT 
11300 PRINT " t TOO SMALL. MUST BE > = W/10. REENTER" 
11320 LOCATE 21,40:PRINT USING "\ \";" ":LOCATE 21,40:GOTO 11190 
11330 SUMX2Y = X1A2 • Yl * C4•T/X1> 
11340 RETURN 
11350 CLS:PRINT 
11360 PRINT " USER DEFINED SUMX2Y" 
11370 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN 11430 
11380 PRINT:INPUT " ENTER SUMX2Y > ",SUMX2Y 
11390 PRINT:INPUT " ENTER EFFECTIVE BEAM WIDTH > ",BW 
11400 PRINT:INPUT .. ENTER EFFECTIVE BEAM HEIGHT > ",HIGH 
11410 AGROSS=BW•HIGH 
11420 RETURN 
11430 PRINT:PRINT " SUM X SQUARED Y = ";SUMX2Y 
11440 PRINT:PRINT " EFFECTIVE BEAM WIDTH = ";BW 
11450 PRINT:PRINT " EFFECTIVE BEAM HEIGHT = 11 ;HIGH 
11460 RETURN 
11470 CLS 
11480 REM DISPLAY MENU 
11490 LOCATE 3,1 
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11500 PRINT TABC6) ;"1.";TABC40) ;"SOLID RECTANGLE" 
11510 LOCATE 7,1 
11520 PRINT TAB<6>; 11 2.";TABC40);"BEAM and SLAB" 
11530 LOCATE 11,1 
11540 PRINT TAB<6>;"3. 11 ;TABC40>;"T-SECTION 11 
11550 LOCATE 15,1 
11560 PRINT ·TAB<6> .;"4.·';TAB<40> ;"BOX SECTION" 
11570 LOCATE 19,1 
11580 PRINT TAB<6>;"5.";TAB<40>;"CUSTOM SECTION" 
11590 LINE <96,32>-<176,8>,1,BF 
11600 LINE <256,40>-<96,40> 
11610 LINE -C96,64>:LINE -C176,64>:LINE -<176,48>:LINE -<256,48) 
11620 DRAW "U2HEEHU2" 
11630 PAINT <100,50> 
11640 LINE <116,84>-<156,72>,1,BF 
11650 LINE <96,96>-<176,84>,1,BF 
11660 LINE <96,128>-<176,104>,1,B 
11670 LINE <104,125>-<168,107>,1,B 
11680 PAINT .<100, 110> 
11690 RETURN 
11700 REM 
11710 REM DISPLAY BOX 
11720 DLS="U16., 
11730 ARROWS="S10M+6,+2U4K-6,+2BR6S4AO" 
11740 LINE <200,112>-<432,24>,1,BF 
11750 PSET Cl46,24>:DRAW "A3"+DLS 
11760 PSET Cl46,112>:DRAW 11 A3"+DLS 
11770 PSET Cl71,25>:DRAW "A3"+ARROWS+"D30" 
11780 PSET <171,lll>:DRAW "Al"+ARROWS+"U30" 
11790 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 9,22 : PRINT "H" 
11800 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 9,19 
11805 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.H 
11810 PSET <200,123>:DRAW "A2"+DLS 
11820 PSET <432,123>:DRAW "A2"+DLS 
11830 PSET C201,131>:DRAW "AO"+ARROWS+"R80" 
11840 PSET C431,131>:DRAW "A2"+ARROWS+"L80" 
11850 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 17,40:PRINT "W" 
11860 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 17,37 
11865 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.W 
11870 RETURN 
11880 REM 




11930 LINE <200,100)-(304,50>,1,BF 
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11940 LINE <450,25>-<200,25> 
11950 LINE -(200,SO>:LINE -<450,50) 
11960 DRAW "U2H5E10H5U3" 
11970 PSET <430,49> 
11980 FOR I=1 TO 6 
11990 DRAW DASHS 
12000 NEXT I 
12010 PSET C430,20>:DRAW DLS 
12020 PSET C200,20>:DRAW DLS 
12030 PSET C201,12>:DRAW "AO"+ARROWS+"R75" 
12040 PSET (429,12>:DRAW .. A2"+ARROWS+"L75" 
12050 IF IO.FLAG = IO.IMP THEN LOCATE 2,40:PRINT "W2"; 
12060 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 2,37 
12065 IF IO.FL G = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.W2; 
12070 PSET C150,2S>:DRAW "A3"+DLS 
12080 PSET C150,50>:DRAW "A3"+DLS 
12090 PSET <150, 100) :DRAW "A3"+DLS 
12100 PSET C168,24>:DRAW "Al 11 +ARROWS+"U14" 
12110 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 5,21:PRINT "H2"; 
12120 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 5,18 
12125 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.H2; 
12130 LOCATE 5,38:PRINT "SLAB"; 
12140 PSET <168,Sl>:DRAW "A3"+ARROWS+"D12 .. 
12150 IF IO.FLAG = IO.IMP THEN LOCATE 10,21:PRINT "Hl"; 
12160 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 10,18 
12165 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.Hi; 
12170 PSET Cl68,99>:DRAW "Al"+ARROWS+"Ul2" 
12180 PSET C200,124>:DRAW "S4"+DLS 
12190 PSET C304,124>:DRAW DLS 
12192 PSET C201,116>:DRAW "AO"+ARROWS+"R20" 
12194 PSET C303,116>:DRAW "A2"+ARROWS+"L20" 
12200 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 15,32:PRINT "Wl"; 
12210 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 15,30 
12215 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.Wl; 
12240 LOCATE 8,43:PRINT "EFF FLANGE" 
12250 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 9,45:PRINT "<=3*H2" 
12260 RETURN 
12270 REM 
12280 REM DISPLAY TEE 
12290 OLS= 0 Ul6" 
12300 ARROWS="S10M+6,+2U4M-6,+2BR6S4AO" 
12310 LINE <200,120>-<424,64>,1,BF 
12320 LINE <256,24)-(368,64),1,BF 
12330 PSET <256,20>:DRAW DLS 
12340 PSET C368,20>:DRAW DLS 
12342 PSET C256,12>:DRAW "AO"+ARROW$+"R30" 
12344 PSET <368,12>:DRAW "A2"+ARROWS+"L30" 
12350 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 2,39:PRINT '"Wl" 
12360 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 2,37:PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.Wt 
12390 LINE <376,24>-<483,24) 
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12400 PSET C432,64>:DRAW 11 A3"+DLS 
12410 PSET (432,120>:DRAW "A3"+DLS 
12420 PSET C456,25>:DRAW "A3"+ARROWS+"D5" 
12430 PSET C456,63>:DRAW 11 Al 11 +ARROWS+"US" 
12440 PSET C456,6S>:DRAW "A3"+ARROWS+"D12" 
12450 PSET <456, 119>: DRAW "Al 11 +ARROWS+ 11 U12•• 
12460 IF IO.FLAG = IO.IMP THEN LOCATE 6,57:PRINT "Hl" 
12470 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 6,55 
12475 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING 11 ###.##";SAVE.Hl 
12480 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 12,57:PRINT "H2 .. 
12490 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 12,55 
12495 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.###";SAVE.H2 
12500 PSET C200,140>:DRAW DLS 
12510 PSET C424,140>:DRAW DLS 
12520 PSET C201,132>:DRAW 11 AO"+ARROWS+"R80 11 
12530 PSET C423,132>:DRAW "A2"+ARROWS ... "L80" 
12540 IF IO.FLAG = IO.IMP THEN LOCATE 17,39:PRINT .. W2" 
12550 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 17,36 
12555 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.W2 
12560 RETURN 
12570 REM 
12580 REM DISPLAY TUBE 
12590 DLS="Ul6" 
12600 ARROWS="S10K+6,+2U4K-6,+2BR6S4AO" 
12610 LINE <200,112>-<432,24),1,B 
12620 LINE C232,102)-C400,34>,1,B 
12630 PAINT <208,26) 
12640 PSET Cl46,24>:DRAW "A3"+DLS 
12650 PSET Cl46,112>:DRAW "A3"+DLS 
12660 PSET C171,25>:DRAW "A3"+ARROWS+"D30" 
12670 PSET <171,lll>:DRAW "Al"+ARROWS+"U30" 
12680 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 9,22 : PRINT "H" 
12690 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 9,19 
12695 IF IO.FLGA = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.H 
12700 PSET C200,123>:DRAW "A2"+DLS 
12710 PSET C432,123>:DRAW "A2"+DLS 
12720 PSET C201,131>:DRAW "AO"+ARROWS+"R80" 
12730 PSET C431,13U:DRAW ''A2"+ARROWS+"L80" 
12740 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE 17,40:PRINT "W" 
12750 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 17,37 
12755 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.W 
12760 PSET C399,68>:DRAW "A2"+ARROWS+"L24" 
12770 PSET C433,68>:DRAW "AO"+ARROWS+ 0 R24" 
12780 IF IO.FLAG = IO.INP THEN LOCATE .9,61 :PRINT "t" 
12790 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN LOCATE 9,61 
12795 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN PRINT USING "###.##";SAVE.T 
12800 RETURN 
12810 REM ENDSUB SECTION.BAS 
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15000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15020 RE! • • 
15040 RE! • Subroutine LOADING Filenaae : LOADING.BAS • 
15060 REM • • 
15080 REM • Description Thia routine quizzes the user for • 
15100 REM • loading needed !or the design of shear • 
15120 REM • • 
15130 REM • On output the routine outputs the • 
15132 RE • loading conditions aa a table and graph. • 
15133 REM • • 
15140 RE! : ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15160 REM 
15180 REM LOCAL DECLARATIONS 
15200 REii 
15220 CLS 
15240 Fl = " ### .. 
15260 F2S = " # ######.###" 
15280 IF IO.FLAG = IO.OUT THEN 16360 
15300 SCREEN 2 
15320 LINE C40,29>-CS80,5>,l,BF 
15340 LINE C40,36>-C90,36> 
15360 LINE -<90,38> 
15380 LINE -<100,36> 
15400 LINE -C90,34>:LINE -C90,36>:PAINT <95,36> 
15420 LOCATE 5,15:PRINT "X .. 
15440 MOM.FLAG% = 0 'TELL IF THERE ARE BENDING MOMENTS 
15460 PRINT 
15480 PRINT "ENTER DATA FOR RIGHT END OF BEAM LAST TO END INPUT. 11 
15500 PRINT 
15520 PRINT TABC6>;"SECTION";TAB<19>;"X";TABC33>;"Tu";TABC50>;"Vu"; 
15525 PRINT TABC67>;"Mu" 
15540 PRINT TABC18>;"CFTJ .. ;TAB<30>;"CFT-LBFl";TAB<49>;"CLBFl"; 
15545 PRINT TABC64>;"CFT-LBFl" 
15560 N.SECT- 0 
15580 FOR L = 13 TO 23 
15600 N.SECT=N.SECT+l 
15620 COL=S:GOSUB 18260 
15640 PRINT USING FlS;N.SECT; 
15660 LOCATE 24,5 
15662 PRINT USING "ENTER DISTANCE X FOR SECTION NO. ## > ";N.SECT; 
15680 INPUT; .... ,X<N.SECT> 
15700 COL=lO:GOSUB 18260 
15720 PRINT USING F2S;X<N.SECT> 
15740 LOCATE 24,5 
15742 PRINT "ENTER TORSIONAL LOAD FOR SECTION NO."; 
15745 PRINT USING " ## > ";N.SECT; 
15760 INPUT; .... , U<N.SECT> 
15780 COL=26:GOSUB 18260 


















PRINT "ENTER SHEAR LOAD AT SECTION NO."; 
PRINT USING " ## > ";N.SECT; 
INPUT; "",VUCN.SECT> 
COL=43:GOSUB 18260 
PRINT USING F2S;VU<N.SECT> 
LOCATE 24,5 
PRINT "ENTER MOMENT LOAD AT SECTION NO."; 
PRINT USING " ## > ";N.SECT; 
INPUT; 1111 ,KUCN.SECT> 
COL=60:GOSUB 18260 
PRINT USING F2S;KU<N.SECT> 
IF KUCH.SECT> <> 0 THEN KOK.FLAG~ = 1 
IF XCN.SECT> >= BLENG THEN 16080 
NEXT L 
16040 LINE C0,88>-<640,200>,0,BF 
16060 GOTO 15580 
16080 T=500:WHILECT > O>:T=T-l:WEND 
16100 CLS 
16120 PRINT 
16140 INPUT•• ENTER FACTORED AXIAL LOAD, IF ANY C+ COMP> CO LBFl >",NU 
16160 PRINT 
16180 PRINT •• ENTER DISTANCE FROM EXTREME COMPRESSION FIBER TO " 
16200 PRINT " CE TROID OF TENSION REINFORCEMENT. CCHEIGHT - 2.5> INl"; 
16210 INPUT "> ",D.TENSION 
16220 IF D.TENSION = 0 THEN D.TENSION = HIGH - 2.5 
16240 CT=BW D.TENSION/SUMX2Y 
16260 IF CMOM.FLAG% = O> AND <NU = O> THEN 16340 
16280 PRINT 
16300 PRINT " ENTER CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF TENSILE STEEL (!N*INl "; 
16310 INPUT " > .. ,AS.TENSION 
16320 RHO.W=AS.TENSION/CBW•D.TENSION> 
16340 RETURN ' END OF LOAD INPUT 
16360 SCREEN 0,0,0 
16380 PRINT:PRINT 
16382 PRINT TAB<32>; 11 LOADING CONDITIONS" . 
16400 B = <BO - CLENCTITLES> + 22>> I 2 
16420 FOR I = 1 TO B:PRINT" ";:NEXT !:PRINT TITLES; 
16440 PRINT USING " \ \ \ \";DATES;TIMES 
16460 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
16480 PRINT TABC6>;"SECTION";TABC19>;"X";TABC33>;"Tu";TABC50);"Vu 11 ; 
16485 PRINT TAB<67);"Mu .. 
16500 PRINT TAB C 18);" rFTJ .. ;TAB <30);" CFT-LBFl ";TABC49>;" [LBFJ "; 
16500 PRINT TABC64>;"[FT-LBFl" 
16520 L = 11 
16540 FOR I = 1 TO N.SECT 
16560 LOCATE L,5:PRINT USING FlS;I; 
16580 LOCATE L,10 PRINT USING F2S;X<I>; 
16600 LOCATE L,26 PRINT USING F2S;TUCI>; 
16620 LOCATE L,43 : PRINT USING F2S;VU<I>; 
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16640 LOCATE L,60 : PRINT USING F2S;MU<I>; 
16660 L = L + 1 
16680 IF L < 24 THEN 16760 
16700 BEEP : LINE INPUT; " ",AS 
16720 LINE C0,72>-<640,200>,0,BF 
16740 L = 11 
16760 NEXT I 
16780 LOCATE 24,5 
16785 PRINT "FACTORED AXIAL LOAD 
16800 IF N.SECT <= 1 THEN RETURN 
16820 BEEP .-
(-t COMPRESSION> = "•NU•" LBF"• , , ,
16840 LINE INPUT; "",AS 
16860 SCREEN 2 
16880 ARROWS= 0 S6M-6,+2U4M+6,+2" 
16900 CLS 
16920 YKAX=O 
'NEED AT LEAST TWO POINTS FOR GRAPH 
16940 REK DETERMINE MAX VERTICAL LENGTH FOR ' GRAPH 
16960 FOR I=l TO N.SECT 
16980 IF ABSCTUCI>> > YMAX THEN YMAX=TUCI> 
17000 IF ABSCVUCI>> > YKAX THEN YMAX=VUCI> 
17020 IF ABSCMUCI>> > YMAX THEN YMAX=KUCI> 
17040 NEXT I 
17060 ZERO.LOCC1>=44 : ZERO.LOCC2>=108 : ZERO.LOCC3>=172 
17080 X.RATI0=350/XCN.SECT> 
17100 Y.RATI0=28/YKAX 
17120 X.REF = 123 
17140 REM 
17160 REM CREATE MATRICES OF COORD TO PLOT ON GRAPHS OF BEAK LOADING 
17180 REM 





17300 NEXT IX 
17320 XKAX = X<N.SECT> 
17340 REM 
17360 REM PRINT HEADER AND AXES 
17380 REM 
17400 LINE <X.REF,16>-<X.REF,72> LINE CX.REF,44>-<493,44> 
17410 DRAW ARROWS 
17420 LINE <X.REF,80>-CX.REF,136> LINE CX.REF,108>-<493,108> 
17425 DRAW ARROWS 
17440 LINE <X.REF,144>-<X.REF,200> LINE CX.REF,172>-<493,172> 
17445 DRAW ARROWS 
17460 FOR J~ = 1 TO 3 
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17560 NEXT J~ 
17580 LOCATE 6,11 PRINT 0 Tu"; 
17600 LOCATE 7,8 PRINT °Cft-lbfl"; 
17620 LOCATE 14,11 PRINT "Vu"; 
17640 LOCATE 15, 10 PRINT .. Clbfl II; 
17660 LOCATE 22,11 PRINT °Ku"; 
17680 LOCATE 23,8 PRINT "Cft-lbfl "; 
17700 LOCATE 6,66 PRINT *'X [ftl"; 
17720 LOCATE 14,66 PRINT "X Cftl"; 
17740 LOCATE 22,66 PRINT "X (ftl"; 
17760 FORMS = 11 ####### .. 
17780 LOCATE 3,8 PRINT USING FORMS;YMAX; 
17800 LOCATE 9,8 PRINT USING FORMS;-YMAX; 
17820 LOCATE 11,8 PRINT USING FORMS;YMAX; 
17840 LOCATE 17,8 PRINT USING FORMS;-YMAX; 
17860 LOCATE 19,8 PRINT USING FORKS;YMAX; 
17880 LOCATE 25,8 PRINT USING FORKS;-YMAX; 
17900 LOCATE 7,55 PRINT USING FORMS;XMAX; 
17920 LOCATE 15,55 PRINT USING FORMS;XMAX; 
17940 LOCATE 23,55 PRINT USING FORMS;XMAX; 
17960 LOCATE 1,1 : FOR I = 1 TO B:PRINT 11 ";:NEXT I:PRINT TITLES; 
17980 PRINT USING " \ \ \ \";DATES;TIMES 
18000 REM 
18020 REK PLOT GRAPHS 
18040 REK 











FOR J~ = 1 TO N.SECT 







TO LOCATE CURSOR 
18260 LINE C0,184> -<640,194>,0,BF 
18280 LOCATE L,COL 
18300 RETURN 
18320 REM ENDSUB LOADING.BAS 
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20000 REK ••••******************************************************** 
20020 REK • • 
20040 REK • Subroutine ANALYSIS Filenaae : ANALYSIS.BAS • 
20060 REK • * 
20080 REK • Description This subroutine coaputes the * 
20100 REK • reinforceaent requireaents for the beaa.• 
20120 REK • * 
20140 REK ************************************************************ 
20160 REK THE FOLLOWING DATA is froa "Design of Concrete Structure's" 
20180 REM by WINTER/HILSON Table Al PG. 602 
20200 REM BAR DIA AREA PERIM UNIT WT 
20220 REK NUMBER in in••2 in lb/ft 
20260 DATA 3, . 375, • 11, 1.18, • 376 
20280 DATA 4, • 500, • 20, 1. 57, • 668 
20300 DATA 5, .625, .31, 1.96, 1.043 
20320 DAT A 6, . 750, • 44, 2. 36, 1. 502 
20340 DATA 7, .875, .60, 2. 75, 2.044 
20360 DATA 8, 1.000, .79, 3.14, 2.670 
20380 DATA 9, 1.128, 1.00, 3.54, 3.400 
20400 DATA 10, 1.270, 1.27, 3.99, 4.300 
20420 DATA 11, 1.410, 1.56, 4.43, 5.313 
20465 RESTORE 
20520 FOR I = 1 TO MAX.HUM.BAR 
20540 READ BAR.NUK<I>,BAR.DIACI>,BAR.AREACI>,BAR.PERIK<I>,BAR.WGTCI> 
20560 NEXT I 
20580 REK THIS SECTION DETERMINES THE DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR 
20600 REM EACH OF THE BARS CONTAINED IN THIS PGRM. 
20620 REM 





















!SECT = 1 TO N.SECT 
PRINT .. COMPUTING STEEL REQUIREMENTS FOR SECTION # ";!SECT 
FOR BAR = 1 TO MAX.MUM.BAR 
AREA.STIRRUPCISECT,BAR> = 0 
RECD.STIR.AREA<ISECT,BAR> = 0 
RECD.LONG.AREA<ISECT,BAR> = 0 
SPACE<ISECT,BAR> = 0 
SP.LIKS<ISECT,BAR> = " 11 
NUM.LONG.BARSCISECT,BAR> = 0 
FOR LONG.BAR = 1 TO MAX.NUM.BAR 
AREA.LONGCISECT,BAR,LONG.BAR> = 0 
NEXT LONG.BAR 
NEXT BAR 
DETERMINE TORSION RECUIREMENTS FOR EACH SIZE OF BAR 
IF TC.FLAG<ISECT> = 0 THEN 22220 











FOR BAR = 1 TO MAX.NUM.BAR 
MIN.CLR.SPC = BAR.DIACBAR> 
IF MIN.CLR.SPC < 1 THEN MIN.CLR.SPC = 1 'AC! 7.6.1 
NOM.Xl = Xl - 2•COVER - BAR.DIACBAR> 
NOM.Yl = Yl - 2•COVER - BAR.DIACBAR> 
ALPHA = .66 + .33•CNOM.Yl/NOM.X1> 
IF ALPHA > 1.5 THEN ALPHA = 1.5 
IF TC.FLAGCISECT> = 0 THEN 21680 
IF TC.FLAGCISECT> = 1 THEN 21305 
'AC! 11.6.9.1 




ATS = TSCISECT>•12/CALPHA•NOM.Xl•NOM.Yl•FY> 'IN 
DETERMINE AREA OF SHEAR STIRRUPS 
IF VC.FLAGCISECT> <= 1 THEN 21360 
21320 AVS = VS<ISECT>ICFY * D.TENSION> 'AC! 11.5.6.2 
21340 REM DETERMINE COMBINED STIRRUP REINFORCEMENT 
21360 RECD.STIR = 2•ATS + AVS 'IN••2/IN/CLOSED STIRRUP 
21365 IF RECD.STIR < 50•BW/FY THEN RECD.STIR = SO•BW/FY 

























SPACE<ISECT,BAR> = 2•BAR.AREACBAR>IRECD.STIR 
MAX.SPACE.1 = CNOM.Xl + NOM.Yl>/4 'TORSION ACI 11.6.8.1 
IF MAX.SPACE.1 > 12 THEN MAX.SPACE.1 = 12 
MAX.SPACE.2 = D.TENSION/~ 'SHEAR ACI 11.5.4.1 
I MAX.SPACE.2 > 24 THEN MAX.SPACE.2 = 24 ' AC! 11.5.4.1 
IF VS<ISECT> < <4•FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION> THEN 21460 
MAX.SPACE.2 = MAX.SPACE.2 I 2 ' AC! 11.5.4.3 
MAX.SPACE = MAX.SPACE.1 : LIMS="T" 
IF MAX.SPACE.2 > MAX.SPACE.1 THEN 21520 -
MAX.SPACE = KAX.SPACE.2 : LIMS = "S" 
IF MAX.SPACE > SPACECISECT,BAR> THEN 21540 
SPACECISECT,BAR> = MAX.SPACE 
SP.LIKS<ISECT,BAR> = LIMS 
TEST.CLEAR = SPACECISECT,BAR> - BAR.DIACBAR> 
IF TEST.CLEAR < KIN.CLR.SPC THEN 21680 
SPACECISECT,BAR> = FIXCSPACE<ISECT,BAR>> 
CHECK MIN STIRRUP AREA 
KIN.AREA = 50•BW•SPACECISECT,BAR>IFY 
IF 2•BAR.AREA<BAR> < MIN.AREA THE~ 21680 'EC <11 - 16> 
AREA.STIRRUPCISECT,BAR> = 2•BAR.AREACBAR> 
RECD.STIR.AREACISECT,BAR> = RECD.STIR * SPACECISECT,BAR> 
GOTO 21820 
AREA.STIRRUP<ISECT,BAR> = 0 











REM DETERMINE LONGITUDINAL BARS THAT MEET REQUIREMENTS FOR 
REM ABOVE STIRRUP DESIGN. 
REM 
IF TC.FLAGCISECT> = 0 THEN 22220 
ATS = ATS * SPACE<ISECT,BAR> 
A.LONG.1 = 2•ATS•CNOM.Xl+NOM.Yl)/SPACECISECT,BAR> 
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21860 SUB.AT2 = SO•BW•SPACE<ISECT,BAR>IFY 
21880 AT2 = 2•ATS 
21900 IF SUB.AT2 > AT2 THEN AT2 = SUB.AT2 
21920 X = BW 
21940 IF HIGH < BW THEN X = HIGH 
21960 Pl = 400•X•SPACECISECT,BAR>IFY 
21980 P2 = TUCISECT>•12/CTUCISECT>•12 + VU<ISECT>IC3•CT>> 
22000 P3 = CNOK.Xl + NOK.Yl>/SPACECISECT,BAR> 
22020 RECD.LONG.AREACISECT,BAR> = CP1•P2 - AT2>•P3 
22040 IF RECD.LONG.AREACISECT,BAR> > A.LONG.1 THEN 22080 
22050 RECD.LONG.AREACISECT,BAR> = A.LONG.1 
22055 STIR.X = FIXCNOK.Xl/12> : STIR.Y = FIXCNOM.Yl/12> 
22080 NUM.LONG.BARS<ISECT,BAR>=4 + 2•STIR.X + 2•STIR.Y 
22100 FOR LB = 1 TO MAX.NUK.BAR 
22120 LONG.AREA = NUM.LONG.BARSCISECT,BAR> * BAR.AREACLB> 
22140 IF REQD.LONG.AREACISECT,BAR> > LONG.AREA THEN 22180 
22160 AREA.LONG<ISECT,BAR,LB> = LONG.AREA 
22180 NEXT LB 
22200 NEXT BAR 
22220 NEXT !SECT 
22240 RETURN 
22260 REM ENDSUB ANALYSIS.BAS 
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25000 REM ************************************************************ 
25020 REM • * 
25040 REM * Subroutine OUTPUT * 
25060 REM • * 
25080 REM * Description This subroutine outputs a preview of * 
25100 REM • the inputs and then presents the design • 
25110 REM • results at the sections. • 
25120 REM • * 
25140 REM ************************************************************ 
25240 IO.FLAG = IO.OUT 
25260 REM 
25280 REM TELL USER HOW TO GET PRINT OUT'S ECT 
25300 REM 
25320 CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
25340 PRINT .. THE ANALYSIS RESULTS WILL NOW BE OUTPUT. AT THE ENO OF" 
25360 PRINT '' EACH SCREEN YOU WILL HEAR A BEEP. AT THIS TONE YOU MAY" 
25380 PRINT 0 ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE OR GET A COPY OF THE SCREEN THEN" 
25400 PRINT •• <CR> TO CONTINUE. " 
25420 PRINT:PRINT: 
25440 PRINT 11 NOTE: YOU MUST HAVE SOME KIND OF SCREEN GRAPHICS PRINT" 
25442 PRINT 11 ROUTINE, SUCH AS GRAPHICS.COM, LOADED TO GET THE" 
25460 PRINT " GRAPHICS. THE STEEL REINFORCEMENT OUTPUT IS NOT" 
25480 PRINT " GRAPHIC AND MAY BE PRINTED AS NORMAL. 11 
25490 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
25500 PRINT "THE BEEP SOUNDS LIKE THIS ..... 
25510 BEEP 
25560 LINE INPUT; " ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE.",AS 
25580 CLS 
25600 GOSUB 0000 
25620 BEEP 
25625 LOCATE 24,1,0 
25630 WHILE < 1> 
'DISPLAY CROSS SECTION 
25635 AS = INKEYS : IF LEN<AS> = 0 THEN 25645 
25640 IF ASC<AS> = 13 THEN 25660 
25645 WEND 
25660 GOSUB 15000 
25680 BEEP 
25682 LOCATE 24,1,0 
25684 WHILE < 1> 
'DISPLAY LOADING CONDITIONS 
25686 AS = INKEYS : IF LENCAS> = 0 THEN 25690 
25688 IF ASC<AS) = 13 THEN 25702 
25690 WEND 
25702 HEADA1$ = .. BAR STIRRUP STIRRUP " 
NO. SPACING RECD AREA" 
STIRRUP II 





25713 FllS = 
ACT. AREA" 
LONGITUDINAL BAR DESIGN PARAMATERS" 
RECD AREA # OF BARS MIN BAR NO." 
### \\" 
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25714 F12S = " ##.### " 
25716 F2S = .. ##.### " 
25718 F3S = " ##.### ## ##" 
25720 F4S = " ##" 
25722 HUM.BLANKS= <BO - LENCTITLES>>l2 ' #BLANK LINES BEFORE TITLE 
25724 SCREEN O,O,O 
25725 FOR J = 1 TO N.SECT 
25726 FOR I = 1 TO MAX.NUM.BAR 
25727 IF NUM.LONG.BARSCJ,I> <> 0 THEN N.LONG = NUM.LONG.BARS<J,I> 
25728 NEXT I 
25729 IF N.LONG <> 0 THEN 25730 
25730 NEXT J 
25735 FOR !SECT = 1 TO N.SECT 
25740 CLS 
25745 TC."AX = PHI * 5. * TCCISECT> 
25746 IF TC.FLAGCISECT> = 0 THEN TC.MAX = TC.NO.R 
25750 VC.MAX = PHI•CVCCISECT> + VS.MAX> 
25752 IF VC.FLAGCISECT> = 0 THEN VC.MAX = VC.NO.R 
25760 PRINT 
25764 PRINT TABC15>;DATES;TABC60>;TIKES 
25765 PRINT TABCNUM.BLANKS+l>;TITLES 
25780 PRINT " STEEL REINFORCEMENT OPTIONS FOR"; 
25800 PRI T " SECTION # ";ISECT 
25820 PRINT 
25825 FORMAT!$ = " TU = ###### FT-LBF VU = ###### LBF" 
25830 FORMAT2$ = .. TC = ###### FT-LBF VC = ###### LBF" 
25832 FORMAT3$ = " TS = ###### FT-LBF VS = ###### LBF" 
25835 FORMAT4S = II TU MAX = ###### FT-LBF vu MAX = ###### LBF" 
25840 PRINT USING FORMATlS;TUCISECT>;VUCISECT> 
25842 PRINT USING FORMAT2S;TCCISECT>;VCCISECT>; 
25860 PRINT USING FORMAT3S;TSCISECT>;VSCISECT> 
25880 PRINT 
25900 PRINT USING FORMAT4S;TC.MAX;VC.MAX 
25930 PRINT USING .. CRACKING TOROUE = ###### FT-LBF";TC.CRACK 
25940 IF TC.FLAG<ISECT> <> 0 THEN 26001 
25960 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
25980 PRINT 11 NO STIRRUP REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED FOR "; 
25985 PRINT "THIS SECTION" 
25990 PRINT 11 MAXIMUM VALUES FOR THIS CONDITION SHOWN "; 
25995 PRINT "ABOVE." 
26000 GOTO 26380 
26001 IF TC.FLAGCISECT> <> 3 THEN 26005 
26002 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 









IF VC.FLAGCISECT> <> 3 THEN 26009 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 




















































STIR.OUT = 0 
FOR BAR = 1 TO MAX.NUM.BAR 
IF AREA.STIRRUPCISECT,BAR> = 0 THEN 26330 
STIR.OUT = STIR.OUT + 1 
IF STIR.OUT > 8 THEN 26331 
SL = SP.LIKSCISECT,BAR> 
PRINT USING FllS;BAR.NUKCBAR>;SPACECISECT,BAR>;SL; 
PRINT USING F12S;REQD.STIR.AREA<ISECT,BAR>; 
PRINT USING F2S;AREA.STIRRUP<ISECT,BAR>; 
IF TC.FLAGCISECT> <> 0 THEN 26160 
PRINT 11 SHEAR REINFORCKENT ONLY" 
GOTO 26330 
NLB = NUM.LONG.BARSCISECT,BAR> 
PRINT USING F3S;REQD.iONG.AREACISECT,BAR>;NLB; 
LONG.OUT = 0 
FOR LONG.BAR = 1 TO MAX.NUM.BAR 
IF AREA.LONGCISECT,BAR,LONG.BAR> = 0 THEN 26300 
PRINT USING F4S;BAR.NUM<LONG.BAR>; 






MAX.BAR = MIN.BAR + 4 
IF MAX.BAR > MAX.NUM.BAR THEN MAX.BAR = MAX.NUM.BAR 
PRINT " BAR NO. :"; 
FOR I = MIN.BAR TO MAX.BAR 
PRINT USING" ## ";BAR.NUM<I>; 
NEXT I 
PRINT 
PRINT " LONG AREA:"; 
FOR I = MIN.BAR TO MAX.BAR 
ATEMP = N.LONG • BAR.AREA<!> 








30000 REM ************************************************************ 
30020 REM • * 
30040 REK * Subroutine DESIGN FILENAME : DESIGN.BAS * 
30060 REM • * 
30080 REM • Description This routine deteraines the stirrup • 
30100 REM * spacing for the beaa being analyzed. • 
30120 REM • The routine uses the general logic and * 
30140 REM * equations fro• the torsion and analysis * 
30145 REM • routine. To conserve ~achine ae~ory * 
30146 REM • the spacing is written to a disk • 
30180 RE! • file then read in one line at a tiae * 
30185 REM • for output. • 
30200 REM * * 
30220 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••********************~************* 
30240 CLS 
30260 PRINT:PRINT 
30280 PRINT .. DETAILED DESIGN OF STIRRUP SPACING" 
30300 PRINT 
30320 PRINT 11 ENTER A REINFORCEMENT BAR SIZE TO USE FOR STIRRUPS." 
30340 INPUT " C 3 - 1 U > .. , BAR. TO. USE 
30360 PRINT:PRINT 
30380 FOR BAR = 1 TO MAX.NUK.BAR 
30400 IF BAR.NUM<BAR> = BAR.TO.USE THEN 30480 
30420 NEXT BAR 
30440 CLS:PRINT:PRINT "INVALID BAR SIZE. PLEASE REENTER.":PRINT 
30460 GOTO 30340 
30480 PRINT:PRI T 
30500 INPUT '"ENTER WIDTH OF COMPRESSIVE FACE (!NJ> ",W.COMP 
30520 REK 
30540 REM DETERMINE CONSTANT FOR THE BEAK 
30560 REK 
30580 MIN.CLR.SPC = BAR.DIA<BAR> 
30600 IF MIN.CLR.SPC < 1 THEN MIN.CLR.SPC = 1 'AISC 7.6.1 
30620 NOM.Xl = Xl - 2•COVER - BAR.DIACBAR> -
30640 NOM.Yl = Yl - 2•COVER - BAR.DIA<BAR> 
30660 ALPHA = .66 + .33•CNOM.Yl/NOM.Xl> 
30680 IF ALPHA > 1.5 THEN ALPHA = 1.5 
'AISC 11.6.9.1 
30700 NU.MOD = 1 : IF NU >= 0 THEN NU.MOD = 1 + NUJ<500•AGROSS> 
30720 MIN.AREA = 50•BW/FY 
30740 MAX.SPACE.1 = <NOM.Xl + NOM.Yl>/4 'TORSION AISC 11.6.8.1 
30760 IF MAX.SPACE.! > 12 THEN MAX.SPACE.1 = 12 
30780 MAX.SPACE.2 = D.TENSION/2 'SHEAR AISC 11.5.4.1 
30800 IF MAX.SPACE.2 > 24 THEN MAX.SPACE.2 = 24 ' AISC 11.5.4.1 
30820 REM 
30840 REM OPEN THE TEMP DATA FILE FOR SAVING THE DESIGN DATA 
30860 REM 
30880 OPEN "TEMPDATA.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
30900 FORMS = " .. 
30905 FORMS = FORMS+"### ####### ####### ####### ####### ### \\" 
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30901 FORMlS = " ### ####### " · 
30902 FORMlS = FORMlS+"####### MINIMUM ### \\" 
30915 X=X<l>•12 : S = SPACECl,BAR> : LIM.SPS = SP.LIMSCl,BAR> 
30920 PRINT #1,USING FORMS;X,TUC1>,VUC1>,TSC1>,VSC1>,S,LIM.SPS 
30930 LINE.WRITTEN = 1 
30940 REM 
30960 REM COMPUTE SPACING BETWEEN SECTIONS 
30980 REM 
31000 FOR ISECT = 1 TO <N.SECT - 1> 
31020 JSECT = !SECT + 1 























= <TUCJSECT> - TUCISECT>>l<X<JSECT> - XCISECT>> 
= CVUCJSECT> - VU<ISECT>>ICXCJSECT> - XCISECT>> 
TCCISECT> ' SINCE TU AND VU ARE ASSUMED LINEAR 
VC<ISECT> ' BETWEEN SECT TC AND VC ARE CONSTANT 
= PHI•TC.DES 
VC.KIN.R = PHI•VC.DES 
TS.MAX = 4•TC.DES 'AISC 11.6.9.4 
VS.MAX = 8•FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION 'AISC 11.S.6.8 
vc.No.R = PHI•VC.DEs12 1 AISC 11.s.s.1 
IF TU<ISECT> > TUCJSECT> THEN SLOPE.UP = 0 ELSE SLOPE.UP = 1 
X.NO.REIN = XCISECT> - <TUCISECT> - TC.NO.R>ITU.RATIO 
X.NO.REIN = X.NO.REIN * 12 + D.TENSION + W.COMP 
























X.DES = X.DES + S 
IF X.DES < X<JSECT>•12 THEN 31720 
NR = X.NO.REIN 
IF <TC.FLAGCJSECT> > 0) OR <X<JSECT>•12 > NR> THEN 32960 
TC.FLAG<JSECT> = 1 
RECD.STIR.AREA<JSECT,BAR> = MIN.AREA 
S = 2•BAR.AREA<BAR>IMIN.AREA 
IF VSCJSECT> < C4•FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION> THEN 31560 
MAX.SPACE.2 = MAX.SPACE.2 I 2 ' AISC 11.5.4.3 
MAX.SPACE = MAX.SPACE.1 : LIMS = "T" 
IF MAX.SPACE.2 > MAX.SPACE.1 THEN 31600 
MAX.SPACE = MAX.SPACE.2 : LIMS = "S" 
IF MAX.SPACE > S THEN 31620 
S = MAX.SPACE : SP.LIMSCJSECT,BAR> = LIMS 
SPACECJSECT,BAR> = FIX<S> 
GOTO 32910 
REM DETERMINE LOAD AT X.DES BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
REM 
TU.DES = TUCISECT> +TU.RATIO * <X.DES/12 - X<ISECT>> 

















IF TU.DES < TC.NO.R THEN TC.FLAG.DES = 0 
IF TU.DES = 0 THEN 31940 
TC.BOT=SCRC1+C.4•VU.DES/CCT•TU.DES•12>>A2> '(NO UNITSJ 
TC.DES=.8•FC.SCRT•SUMX2Y/CTC.BOT•12> * NU.MOD 
IF TU.FLAG.DES > 0 THEN 32060 
IF CSLOPE.UP=O> AND ex.DES > X.NO.REIN> THEN 32960 
I <SLOPE.UP=!> AND CX.DES < X.NO.REIN> THEN 32960 









IF VU.DES = 0 THEN 32140 
VC.BOT = SCRCl + <2.5•CT•TU.DES•12/VU.DES>A2> '[NO UNITSl 
VC.DES = 2•FC.SCRT•BW•D.TENSION/VC.BOT • NU.MOD 
TS.DES = 
VS.DES = 
<TU.DES - PHI•TC.DES>IPHI 
<VU.DES - PHI•VC.DES>IPHI 
'AISC 11.6.5 
' A I SC 11. 6 • 9 • 1 






























IF TC.FLAG.DES = 0 THEN 32360 
TC.FLAG.DES - 1 
IF TU.DES > TC.MIN.R THEN TC.FLAG.DES 
IF TU.DES > TC.CRACK THEN TC.FLAG.DES 
IF TS.DES > TS.MAX THEN TC.FLAG.DES 
IF VU.DES < VC.NO.R THEN VC.FLAG.DES=O 
IF VC.FLAG.DES = 0 THEN 32520 




IF VU.DES > VC.MIN.R THEN VC.FLAG.DES = 2 
IF VS.DES > VS.MAX THEN VC.FLAG.DES = 3 
DETERMINE TORSION STIRRUP AREA REQUIRED 
IF TC.FLAG.DES <= 1 THEN 32580 
ATS = TS.DES•l2/CALPHA•NOK.Xl•NOM.Yl•FY> 'IN AISC 11.6.9.1 
DETERMINE AREA OF SHEAR STIRRUPS 
IF VC.FLAG.DES <= 1 THEN 32640 
AVS = VS.DES/CFY • D.TENSION> 'AISC 11.5.6.2 
DETERMINE COMBINED STIRRUP REINFORCEMENT 
RECD.AREA = 2•ATS + AVS ~IN••2/IN/CLOSED STIRRUP 
IF RECD.AREA < MIN.AREA THEN RECD.AREA = MIN.AREA 
DETERMINE SPACING 
S = 2•BAR.AREA <BAR>IRECD.AREA 
IF VS.DES < C4•FC.SQRT•BW•D.TENSION> THEN 32760 
MAX.SPACE.2 = MAX.SPACE.2 I 2 ~ AISC 11.5.4.3 
MAX.SPACE = MAX.SPACE.1 : LIMS = .. T .. 
IF MAX . SPACE.2 > MAX.SPACE.1 THEN 32800 
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MAX.SPACE = MAX.SPACE.2 : LIKS = "S" 
IF MAX.SPACE > S THEN 32820 
S = MAX.SPACE : LIK.SPS = LIKS 
IF <S - BAR.DIACBAR>> < MIN.CLR.SPC THEN 
S = FIX<S> 
REM WRITE DESIGN DATA TO DISK FILE 
IF TC.FLAG.DES <= 1 THEN 32885 




























PRINT #1,USING FORMS;X.DES,TU.DES,VU.DES,TS.DES,VS.DES,S,LS 
GOTO 32900 
PRINT #1,USING FORMlS;X.DES,TU.DES,VU.DES,S,LIM.SPS 
LINE.WRITTEN = LINE.WRITTEN + 1 : NO.PRINT = 0 : GOTO 33060 
J = JSECT : X = X<J>•12 : S = SPACECJ,BAR> 
LIM.SPS = SP.LIMSCJ,BAR> 
IF TC.FLAG<J> <= 1 THEN 32930 
PRINT #1,USING FORMS;X,TUCJ>,VUCJ>,TS<J>,VSCJ>,S,LIM.SPS 
GOTO 32940 
PRINT #1,USING FORM1S;X,TUCJ>,VU<J>,S,LIM.SPS 
LINE.WRITTEN = LINE.WRITTEN + 1 : NO.PRINT = 0 
IF NO.PRINT = 1 THEN 33040 
PRINT #1,"NO TORSION REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED" 
NO.PRINT = 1 
LINE.WRITTEN = LINE.WRITTEN + 1 
s = 1 
GOTO 31240 ' LOOP TO NEXT X.DES 
33100 REM SELECTED BAR SIZE NOT ADEQUATE FOR DESIGN 
33120 REM 
33140 PRINT 
33142 PRINT "SELECTED BAR SIZE, ";BAR.TO.USE; 
33143 PRINT ' , IS NOT ADEQUATE FOR THE DESIGN" 
33145 CLOSE 
33150 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT "ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE",AS 
33160 GOTO 30240 
33180 NEXT ISECT 
33200 CLOSE #1 
33220 REM 
33240 REM OUTPUT DESIGN INFORMATION 
33260 REK 
33280 CLS 
33300 PRINT ''DETAIL DESIGN OUTPUT OPTIONS" 
33320 PRINT 
33340 PRINT " 1 OUTPUT TO SCREEN ONLY" 
33360 PRINT .. 2 OUTPUT TO PRINTER ONLY" 
33380 PRINT " 3 OUTPUT TO SCREEN AND PRINTER" 
33400 PRINT:INPUT "ENTER OPTION > ";OPT 
33420 IF OPT < 1 AND OPT > 3 THEN 33280 
33440 IF OPT = 2 THEN 33840 
33460 OPEN "SCRN:" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
33480 IO.FLAGS = "S" : LINE.PER.PAGE = 12 
GOTO 33180 
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33500 OPEN "TEMPDATA.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #1 
33520 L = O:LINE.READ = 0 
33540 PRINT #2, CHRSC12>;CHRSC13> 
33542 PRINT #2, TAB<15>;DATES;TABC60>;TIKES 
33543 PRINT #2, TAB<NUK.BLANKS+l>;TITLES 
33545 PRINT #2," STIRRUP REINFORCEMENT DESIGN"; 
33546 PRINT #2," FOR BEAK " 
33550 PRINT #2,CHRSC13> 
33560 PRINT #2, " 
33565 PRINT #2, "VS 
33580 PRINT #2, " 
33582 PRINT #2, 0 lbf 
33600 PRINT #2," .. 
33620 LINE INPUT #1,RECS 
S" 
in" 
33640 LINE.READ = LINE.READ + 1 
33680 PRINT #2,RECS 
x TU 
in ft-lbf 
33690 IF LINE.READ = LINE.WRITTEN THEN 33800 
33700 L. = L + 1 
33720 IF L. < LINE.PER.PAGE THEN 33620 
3374.0 PRINT #2, '* " 
33760 IF IO.FLAGS <> 11 S11 THEN 33780 
vu 
lbf 
33765 LOCATE 24,30 : INPUT "ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE",AS 
33780 L = O:GOTO 33540 
33800 CLOSE 
33820 IF OPT <= 1 THEN 33900 
33S40 OPEN "LPTl : " FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
33860 LINE.PER.PAGE = 52 : OPT = 0 : IO.FLAGS = "P" 
33880 GOTO 33500 
33900 LOCATE 24,30 : INPUT "ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE",AS 
33920 RETURN 
33940 REM ENDSUB DESIGN.BAS 
TS 
ft-lbf 
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Sampl• Probl•m for R•s•arch R•port 
STEEL REINFORCE~ENT OPTIONS FOR SECTION # 1 
TU • ~0000 FT-i..BF VU • 30000 LBF 
TC • 16490 FT-LSF VC • 9894 LBF TS • 42334 FT-LBF VS • 2:i400 LBF 
TU MAX • 70081 FT-LSF VU MAX • 119368 LBF 
CRACKING. TORQUE • 24:i14 FT-LSF 
BAR STIRRUP STIRRUP STIRRUP LONGITUDINAL SAR DESIGN PARA,.,ATERS 
NO. SPACING RECD AREA ACT. AREA RECD AREA # OF BARS "1IN BAR NO. 
3 2 0. 171 0.220 1.921 6 6 
4 4 0.346 0.400 1.936 6 6 
~ 7 0.613 0.620 1.9:50 6 6 
G 7 T 0.621 0.880 1.96~ 6 6 
7 7 T 0.629 1. 200 1.980 6 6 
a. 7 T 0.637 1. ~80 1. 996 6 6 
9 6 T 0.~~3 2.000 2. 011 6 6 
10 6 T 0.:562 2.~40 2.033 6 6 
BAA NO. I 6 7 a g 10 
LONG AREA1 2.649 3.600 4.740 6.000 7.620 
12- 09-1 98~ 201 ~61 19 
TU • 
TC • 
S~mpl• Probl•m for R•s•arch R•port 
STEEL REINFORCEMENT OPTIONS FOR SECTION # 2 
0 FT-LBF VU • 
0 FT-L.BF VC: • 
0 LBF 
0 1..SF TS • 0 FT-LBF VS • 
TU MAX • 9193 FT-i..BF VU MAX • 1109~8 LBF 
CRACKIN~ TORQUE • 24~14 FT-LBF 
NC STIRRUP REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED FOR THIS SECTION 

















Sampl Problem for Research Report 
STIRRUP REINFORCEMENT DESIGN FOR BEAM 
TU vu TS vs s 
ft-lbf lbf ft-lbf lbf i 'f'I 
50000 30000 42334 25400 4 
46667 28000 38412 23047 5 
42500 25500 33510 20106 5 
38333 23000 28608 17165 6 
33333 20000 22726 13636 7 
27500 16500 15863 9518 7 
21667 13000 9001 5400 7 
15833 9500 2138 1283 7 
10000 6000 MINIMUM 7 
4167 2500 MINIMUM 7 
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